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BROOKINGS INSTITUTION PRESS / NEW TITLES

Why Presidents Fail and How They Can
Succeed Again
Elaine C. Kamarck
Failure should not be an option in the presidency, but for too long it has
been the norm.
From the botched attempt to rescue the U.S. diplomats held hostage by Iran in
1980 under President Jimmy Carter and the missed intelligence on Al Qaeda
before 9-11 under George W. Bush to, most recently, the computer meltdown
that marked the arrival of health care reform under Barack Obama, the American
presidency has been a profile in failure. In Why Presidents Fail and How They
Can Succeed Again, Elaine Kamarck surveys these and other recent presidential
failures to understand why Americans have lost faith in their leaders—and how
they can get it back.
Kamarck argues that presidents today spend too much time talking and not
enough time governing, and that they have allowed themselves to become more
and more distant from the federal bureaucracy that is supposed to implement
policy. After decades of “imperial” and “rhetorical” presidencies, we are in need of
a “managerial” president. This White House insider and former Harvard academic
explains the difficulties of governing in our modern political landscape, and offers
examples and recommendations of how our next president can not only recreate
faith in leadership but also run a competent, successful administration.
Elaine C. Kamarck is a senior fellow in the Governance Studies program
at Brookings and the founding director of the Center for Effective Public
Management. She is also on the faculty of the Harvard Kennedy School of
Government. She is a public sector scholar with wide experience in government,
academia, and politics. Kamarck is an expert on government innovation and
reform in the United States, OECD countries, and developing countries. In
addition, she focuses her research on the presidential nomination system and
American politics and has worked in several American presidential campaigns.
May 2016, 6 x 9, 224 pp.
cloth, 9780815727781, $27.00t
epub, 9780815727798, $21.00
pdf, 9780815727804, $21.00
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Handcuffed: What Holds Policing Back,
and the Keys to Reform
Malcolm K. Sparrow
Reform agendas that seemed so promising in the 1980s and 1990s have
failed to deliver. What is it that holds policing back, and what now
needs to be done?

OF RELATED INTEREST

The Regulatory Craft:
Controlling Risks, Solving
Problems, and Managing
Compliance
Malcolm K. Sparrow

May 2000, 6 x 9, 370 pp.
paper, 9780815780656, $24.95
ebook, 9780815798286, $24.95

The police shooting of an unarmed young black man in the St. Louis suburb of
Ferguson, Missouri, in August 2014 sparked riots and the beginning of a national
conversation on race and policing. Much of the ensuing discussion has focused
on the persistence of racial disparities and the extraordinarily high rate at which
American police kill civilians (an average of three per day).
Malcolm Sparrow, who teaches at Harvard’s Kennedy School and is a former
British police detective, argues that other factors in the development of police
theory and practice over the last twenty-five years have also played a major
role in contributing to these tragedies and to a great many other cases involving
excessive police force and community alienation.
Sparrow shows how the core ideas of community and problem-solving policing
have failed to thrive. In many police departments these foundational ideas have
been reduced to mere rhetoric. The result is heavy reliance on narrow quantitative
metrics, where police define how well they are doing by tallying up traffic tickets
issued (Ferguson), or arrests made for petty crimes (in New York).
Sparrow’s analysis shows what it will take for police departments to escape
their narrow focus and perverse metrics and turn back to making public safety and
public cooperation their primary goals. Police, according to Sparrow, are in the
risk-control business and need to grasp the fundamental nature of that challenge
and develop a much more sophisticated understanding of its implications for
mission, methods, measurement, partnerships, and analysis.
Malcolm K. Sparrow is professor of the Practice of Public Management
at Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, and faculty chair of
the school’s executive program “Strategic Management of Regulatory and
Enforcement Agencies.” His previous books include Beyond 911: A New Era for
Policing (Basic Books, 1990); The Regulatory Craft (Brookings, 2000); and
The Character of Harms (Cambridge University Press, 2008).
April 2016, 5.5 x 8.25, 200 pp.
cloth, 9780815727811, $25.00t
ebook, 9780815727828, $19.00
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Open for Business: Building the New
Cuban Economy
Richard E. Feinberg
An expert guide to Cuba’s economic opening to the outside world.
Ninety miles across the Straits of Florida, an exciting new revolution is afoot.
This time, instead of guerillas marching down the streets of Havana, it is a global
economy that will upend Cuba. Now opening to the world, what new forms is this
nascent economy likely to take?
Open for Business: Building the New Cuban Economy, Richard E. Feinberg’s
new book, examines the Cuban economy as it takes its early steps into developing
a more dynamic market economy. Feinberg examines key issues like the role
foreign investors will play, how Cubans will forge a path to entrepreneurship, and
the roadmaps suggested by other emerging economies.
As Cuba’s economy awakens from its post-Castro dream, it will do so with a
flavor that is uniquely Cuban. Feinberg’s book—enriched by interviews and indepth field research conducted over the last five years—speaks both to Cuba’s
legacy and to its new horizons on the world stage.
Richard E. Feinberg is a nonresident senior fellow in the Latin America Initiative
at Brookings and a professor of international political economy in the School of
Global Policy and Strategy at the University of California, San Diego. Previously,
Feinberg served as special assistant to President Bill Clinton for National Security
Affairs and senior director of the National Security Council’s (NSC) Office of
Inter-American Affairs.
August 2016, 6 x 9, 220 pp.
cloth, 9780815727675, $22.00t
epub, 9780815727682, $18.00
pdf, 9780815727699, $18.00
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What Works in Girls’ Education:
Evidence for the World’s Best Investment
Gene B. Sperling and Rebecca Winthrop with Christina Kwauk
Foreword by Malala Yousafzai

Hard-headed evidence on why the returns from investing in girls are so
high that no nation or family can afford not to educate their girls.
Gene Sperling, founder of the Center for Universal Education, and Rebecca Winthrop,
director of the Center, have written the definitive work on the importance of girls’
education. As Malala Yousafzai writes in her foreword, the idea that any child could be
denied an education due to poverty, custom, the law, or terrorist threats is just wrong
and unimaginable. More than 1,000 studies have provided evidence that high-quality
girls’ education around the world leads to wide-ranging returns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better outcomes in economic areas of growth and incomes
Reduced rates of infant and maternal mortality
Reduced rates of child marriage
Reduced rates of the incidence of HIV/AIDS and malaria
Increased agricultural productivity
Increased resilience to natural disasters
Women’s empowerment

What Works in Girls’ Education is a compelling work for concerned global citizens, and
any academic, expert, nongovernmental organization (NGO) staff member, policymaker,
or journalist seeking to dive into the evidence and policies on girls’ education.
Gene Sperling is the founder of the Center of Universal Education. He was National
Economic Advisor in the White House for President Bill Clinton (1996-2001) and President
Barack Obama (2011-14). He was founder of the U.S. Chapter of the Global Campaign for
Education, co-founder of the Education Partnership for Children of Conflict (with Angelina
Jolie), a member of UN Millennium Task Force on Girls’ Education and represented the U.S.
government at the World Education Forum in Dakar, Senegal in 2000.
Rebecca Winthrop is a senior fellow and director of the Center for Universal Education
at Brookings, and a leading voice on education issues in the developing world. She is
the former head of education for the International Rescue Committee, has spent more
than twenty years advising international institutions and senior policymakers, and has
field experience in multiple countries across Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Her work
focuses on girls’ education, learning opportunities for the world’s most marginalized
children, and innovative education models.
Christina Kwauk is an education specialist focusing on gender, sport, and health in
developing countries. She has served as an education consultant at the East-West Center
and the Brookings Institution, and has field research experience in China and Samoa.
October 2015, 7.5 x 9.25, 335 pp.
paper, 9780815728603, $22.00
ebook, 9780815728610, $22.00
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An Economist Best Book of 2015

Circus Maximus: The Economic Gamble
Behind Hosting the Olympics and the
World Cup, 2nd edition
Updated and Expanded

Andrew Zimbalist
An updated and expanded analysis of the economic tensions behind the
Olympics and the World Cup games.
Andrew Zimbalist looks beyond the headlines of two of the world’s most beloved
sporting events: the Olympics and the World Cup.
In the updated and expanded edition of his bestselling book, Circus Maximus:
The Economic Gamble Behind Hosting the Olympics and the World Cup, Zimbalist
tackles the bogus claim that cities chosen to host these high-profile sporting
events experience an economic windfall. In this new edition he takes aim at the
outrageous FIFA scandal, Boston’s bid for the 2024 Summer Olympics, and the
criticism surrounding the 2015 Women’s World Cup.
Circus Maximus focuses on major cities, like London and Barcelona, that have
previously hosted these sporting events, to provide context for cities like Tokyo
and Rio de Janerio, which are currently bearing the weight of exploding expenses,
corruption, and protests. Zimbalist offers a sobering and candid look at the
Olympics and the World Cup from outside the echo chamber.
Andrew Zimbalist earned a B.A. from the University of Wisconsin at Madison
and a M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard University. He has been in the economics
department at Smith College since 1974 and has been a visiting professor at
Doshisha University, the University of Geneva, and Hamburg University. Zimbalist
has consulted in Latin America for the United Nations Development Program, the
U.S. Agency for International Development, and numerous companies. He has
consulted in the sports industry for players’ associations, cities, companies, teams,
and leagues, and has published twenty-five books.
February 2016, 6 x 9, 224 pp.
paper, 9780815727248, $22.00t
ebook, 9780815727279, $22.00
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OF RELATED INTEREST

Primary Politics: Everything You Need to
Know about How America Nominates Its
Presidential Candidates, 2nd Edition
Elaine C. Kamarck
A primer on the presidential primaries.

Get Out the Vote:
How to Increase Voter
Turnout, Expanded and
Updated 3rd Edition
Donald P. Green and Alan S. Gerber

September 2015, 6 x 9, 260 pp.
paper, 9780815725688, $22.00
epub, 9780815725695, $22.00

Democracy Reinvented:
Participatory Budgeting and
Civic Innovation in America
Hollie Russon Gilman

November 2015, 6 x 9, 200 pp.
paper, 9780815726821, $28.00
epub, 9780815726838, $28.00

The 2016 presidential primaries are already
in the news and this new edition of Elaine
Kamarck’s Primary Politics is here to help
make sense of them. Updated to include the
2012 election, it will once again be the guide
to understanding the modern nominating
system and some of its arcana—just what is
the “robot rule?”
In Primary Politics, political insider Elaine
Kamarck explains how the presidential
nomination process became the often
baffling system we have today. Her focus is
the largely untold story of how presidential
candidates since the early 1970s have
sought to alter the rules in their favor and
how their failures and successes have led to
even more change. She describes how candidates have attempted to manipulate
the sequencing of primaries to their advantage and how Iowa and New Hampshire
came to dominate the system. She analyzes the rules that are used to translate
votes into delegates, paying special attention to the Democrats’ twenty-year fight
over proportional representation.
Drawing on meticulous research, interviews with key figures in both parties,
and decades of experience, Primary Politics explores one of the most important
questions in American politics: how we arrive to the list of presidential candidates
every four years.
Elaine C. Kamarck is a senior fellow in the Governance Studies program
at Brookings and the founding director of the Center for Effective Public
Management. She is a public sector scholar with wide experience in government,
academia, and politics. Kamarck is an expert on government innovation and
reform in the United States, OECD countries, and developing countries. In
addition, she focuses her research on the presidential nomination system and
American politics and has worked in many American presidential campaigns.
January 2016, 6 x 9, 240 pp.
paper, 9780815727750, $20.00t
epub, 9780815727767, $20.00
pdf, 9780815727774, $20.00
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Inside the White House: Brookings Press and the 2016 Election

America’s Political
Dynasties: From Adams
to Clinton
Stephen Hess
The Constitution states that “no title of
nobility shall be granted by the United
States.” Yet, as Stephen Hess has written,
it seems political nobility is as American as
apple pie.

December 2015, 6 x 9, 800 pp.
cloth, 9780815727088, $38.00t
ebook, 9780815727101, $30.00t

The Professor and the
President: Daniel Patrick
Moynihan in the Nixon
White House
Stephen Hess
What happens when a conservative
president makes a liberal professor from the
Ivy League his top urban affairs adviser?

December 2014, 5.5 x 8.5, 150 pp.
cloth, 9780815726159, $24.00t
ebook, 9780815726166, $15.00

Political Realism:
How Hacks, Machines,
Big Money, and Back-Room
Deals Can Strengthen
American Democracy
Jonathan Rauch
A free eBook that asks hard questions about
why politics once worked, and how today’s
politics do not.

May 2015, 36 pp.
ebook, 9780815727392, FREE
pdf, 9780815727408, FREE

Political Negotiation:
A Handbook
Jane Mansbridge and
Cathie Jo Martin, editors
Polarization. Partisanship. Rancor.
Character assassinations. Government
shutdowns. Why can’t our elected officials
just get along and do their jobs?

December 2015, 6 x 9, 248 pp.
paper, 9780815727293, $32.00
ebook, 9780815727309, $32.00

Billionaires: Reflections
on the Upper Crust
Darrell M. West
Darrell M. West reveals what the other
99.99998% of us need to know about the
1,645 men and women who control global
assets worth $6.5 trillion.

September 2014, 5.5 x 8.5, 269 pp.
cloth, 9780815725824, $27.00t
paper, 9780815725961, $21.00t

What Would Madison
Do? The Father of the
Constitution Meets Modern
American Politics
Benjamin Wittes and Pietro Nivola, editors
What would the Father of the Constitution
think of contemporary developments in
American politics and public policy?

July 2015, 6 x 9, 224 pp.
cloth, 9780815726579, $28.00
paper, 9780815726746, $22.00
ebook, 9780815726586, $22.00
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OF RELATED INTEREST

The Fifth Estate: Think Tanks, Public Policy,
and Governance
James G. McGann
What role do think tanks play in shaping public policy and public
discourse in the United States?

The Resilient Sector
Revisited: The New
Challenge to Nonprofit
America
Lester M. Salamon

July 2015, 6 x 9, 145 pp.
paper, 9780815724254, $20.00
ebook, 9780815724261, $20.00

The State of Nonprofit
America, 2nd Edition
Lester M. Salamon, editor

May 2012, 6 x 9, 708 pp.
paper, 9780815703303, $36.95
ebook, 9780815704669, $36.95

In The Fifth Estate: Think Tanks, Public
Policy, and Governance, James G. McGann
illustrates how policymakers have come to
value the independent analysis and advice
provided by think tanks and why they have
become one of the defining characteristics
of the American political system. Drawing on
case studies in both foreign and domestic
policy, McGann clarifies the correlation
between think tank research and the policies
enacted by the past three presidential
administrations. He also describes the
phenomenon known as “the revolving
door,” where think tanks provide former
government officials an opportunity to share insights from public service, remain
involved in policy debates, and continue to provide advice and commentary.
Based on the history and the level of involvement seen today, the influence of
think tanks is unlikely to diminish in the coming years.
James G. McGann is senior lecturer in International Studies and Director of the
Think Tank and Civil Societies Program at the University of Pennsylvania. He is
also author of several books, including, most recently, Democratization and Market
Reform in Developing and Transitional Countries: Think Tanks as Catalysts, and
the coeditor of How Think Tanks Shape Social Development Policies.
July 2016, 6 x 9, 280 pp.
cloth, 9780815728306, $32.00
epub, 9780815728313, $26.00
pdf, 9780815728320, $26.00
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The Water Problem:
Climate Change and Water Policy
in the United States
Pat Mulroy, editor
Building water resilience is the single biggest
challenge in a changing global climate.
The United States faces a water crisis
as critical as the energy crisis that
once dominated headlines. Like the
energy crisis, a solution can be found.
Pat Mulroy, for many years general
manager of the Southern Nevada Water
Authority, the lead negotiator on the
Colorado River for the State of Nevada,
and a Brookings fellow, has gathered a
number of practitioners and scholars to
show us why we face a water crisis caused by climate change
and what we can do to alleviate it.
While the focus has been on California recently, with
its water restrictions and drought, many other parts of the
United States are also suffering from current and potential
water shortages that will only be exacerbated by climate
change. The Water Problem takes us to Miami and the problem
of rising oceans fouling freshwater reservoirs; Kansas and
Nebraska, where intensive farming is draining age-old aquifers;
and to the Southwest United States, where growing populations
are creating enormous stresses on the already strained
Colorado River.
Mulroy and her contributors explore not just the problems, but
also what we can do now to put in place measures to deal with
a very real crisis.
Pat Mulroy is a Brookings nonresident senior fellow for climate
adaptation and environmental policy at the Metropolitan Policy
Program located at the University of Nevada Las Vegas, Boyd
School of Law. She also serves as the Senior Faculty Advisor
for water resources and technology at the Desert Research
Institute. For twenty-five years Mulroy served as the general
manager of the Southern Nevada Water Authority, shepherding
the creation of the agency that, through revolutionary water
management changes and aggressive water conservation
programs, allowed the region to triple in size during her tenure.

Achieving Regulatory Excellence
Cary Coglianese, editor
What defines success for a regulator?
Whether striving to protect citizens
from financial risks, climate change,
inadequate health care, or the
uncertainties of the emerging sharing
economy, regulators must routinely
make difficult judgment calls in an effort
to meet the conflicting demands that
society places on them.
Operating within a political climate of
competing demands, regulators need a
lodestar to help them define and evaluate success. Achieving
Regulatory Excellence provides that direction by offering
new insights from law, public administration, political science,
sociology, and policy sciences on what regulators need to do to
improve their performance.
Achieving Regulatory Excellence offers guidance from
leading international experts about how regulators can set
appropriate priorities and make sound, evidence-based
decisions through processes that are transparent and
participatory. With increasing demands for smarter but leaner
government, the need for sound regulatory capacity—for
regulatory excellence—has never been stronger.
Cary Coglianese is the Edward B. Shils Professor of Law and
professor of Political Science at the University of Pennsylvania,
where he currently serves as the director of the Penn Program
on Regulation and has served as the law school’s Deputy Dean
for Academic Affairs. He specializes in the study of regulation
and regulatory processes, with an emphasis on the empirical
evaluation of alternative regulatory strategies and the role of
public participation, negotiation, and business-government
relations in policy making. His most recent books include:
Does Regulation Kill Jobs?; Regulatory Breakdown: The Crisis
of Confidence in U.S. Regulation; Import Safety: Regulatory
Governance in the Global Economy; and Regulation and
Regulatory Processes.
April 2016, 6 x 9, 260 pp.
cloth, 9780815728429, $35.00
epub, 9780815728436, $28.00
pdf, 9780815728443, $28.00

March 2016, 6 x 9, 240 pp.
paper, 9780815727842, $35.00
epub, 9780815727866, $35.00
pdf, 9780815727873, $35.00
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Escaping Jurassic Government:
How to Recover America’s Lost
Commitment to Competence
Donald F. Kettl
Why big government is not the problem.
The Progressive government movement, founded on support from Republicans
and Democrats alike, reined in corporate trusts and improved the lives of
sweatshop workers. It created modern government, from the Federal Reserve
to the nation’s budgetary and civil service policies, and most of the programs on
which we depend.
Ask Americans today and they will tell you that our government has hit a wall
of low performance and high distrust, with huge implications for governance in
the country. Instead of a focus on government effectiveness, the movement that
spawned the idea of government for the people has become known for creating a
big government disconnected from citizens. Donald F. Kettl finds that both political
parties have contributed to the decline of the Progressive ideal of a commitment to
competence. They have both fed gridlock and created a government that does not
work the way citizens expect and deserve.
Kettl argues for a rebirth of the original Progressive spirit, not in pursuit of
bigger government but with a bipartisan dedication to better government, one that
works on behalf of all citizens and that delivers services effectively. He outlines
the problems in today’s government, including political pressures, proxy tools,
and managerial failures. Escaping Jurassic Government details the strategies,
evidence, and people that can strengthen governmental effectiveness and shut
down gridlock.
Donald F. Kettl is a professor at and former dean of the School of Public Policy at
the University of Maryland. He is also a nonresident senior fellow at the Brookings
Institution.
June 2016, 6 x 9, 200 pp.
paper, 9780815728016, $25.00
epub, 9780815728023, $25.00
pdf, 9780815728115, $25.00
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POLICY ENTREPRENEURSHIP SERIES
Each short book in the series will explain a specific aspect of the politics, policies, and processes of
Washington—including the ins and outs of introducing a bill in Congress, how committees work, and how
policies are both formulated and implemented.

Inside Congress: A Guide for
Navigating the Politics of the
House and Senate Floors

Policy Entrepreneurship:
A Guide to Shaping and
Understanding Policy

Trevor Corning, Reema Dodin, and Kyle W. Nevins

Lynn C. Ross

Required reading for anyone who wants to
understand how to work within Congress.

Examining the impact of policy entrepreneurs at all
stages of policymaking.

To the novice—whether a newly elected
representative, a lawmaker’s staff on her
first day at work, or a constituent visiting
Washington—the entire process can seem
incomprehensible. What is an open rule for
a House Appropriations bill and how does
it affect consideration? Why are unanimous
consent agreements needed in the Senate?
The authors of Inside Congress, all congressional veterans,
have written the definitive guide to how Congress really works.
It is the accessible and necessary resource to understanding
and interpreting procedural tools, arcane precedents, and the
role of party politics in the making of legislation in Congress.

Public policymaking in the United States
is a dynamic, complex, and circuitous
process. That’s where policy entrepreneurs
come in. These critical shapers of change
are the engines that drive the whole policy
process. Lynn C. Ross, an executive branch
veteran, lays out what it takes to be a policy
entrepreneur.
Building from John W. Kingdon’s classic streams model
(Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies), Ross uses
prominent case studies to assess the impact of policy
entrepreneurs on policy change and shares their strategies.
Anyone who hopes to have any impact on policymaking
will benefit from learning how to think and act like a policy
entrepreneur.

Trevor Corning formerly managed the Brookings Legislative
Fellows program. As a member of CHIEF’s strategy team, Corning
helps organizations reach their true potential by designing and
delivering strategic plans and messaging platforms.
Reema Dodin serves as Floor Director to the Assistant
Democratic Leader, Senator Richard Durbin, where she runs
the whip operation for the Senate Democratic caucus. Prior
to her current role, Dodin served as Senator Durbin’s Floor
Counsel and Research Director and as an aide to his Judiciary
Subcommittee on Human Rights and the Law.
Kyle W. Nevins has over a decade of congressional experience,
serving in a variety of staff positions in the U.S. House of
Representatives. He is cofounder and partner at Harbinger
Strategies, a government relations firm based in Washington, D.C.
July 2016, 6 x 9, 60 pp.
paper, 9780815727323, $12.00
epub, 9780815727347, $12.00
pdf, 9780815727354, $12.00

Lynn C. Ross is director of the Master of Policy Management
Program (MPM) and associate teaching professor at
Georgetown’s McCourt School of Public Policy. She has
also taught at the U.S. State Department’s National Foreign
Affairs Training Center and the U.S. Department of Defense’s
Senior Leader Development Program. Ross also served in
the Executive Office of the President, Office of Management
and Budget and has worked on Capitol Hill with the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee.
July 2016, 6 x 9, 60 pp.
paper, 9780815727361, $12.00
epub, 9780815727378, $12.00
pdf, 9780815727385, $12.00
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SHORT HISTORY SERIES
The Short History Series is a collection of books on the most important social, cultural, economic, and political
concerns we face. Written by leading scholars and thinkers, these slim volumes provide an understanding of
today’s important topics and how they are transforming our world.

FORTHCOMING TITLES
RELEASING IN FALL 2016

Inequality: A Short History
Michele Alacevich and Anna Soci

Does inequality threaten democracy?

Marijuana:
A Story History
John Hudack

October 2016, 4 x 7, 100 pp.
cloth, 9780815729068, $18.00t
ebook, 9780815724261, $18.00

Inequality endangers the fabric of our societies, distorts the functioning of
democracy, and derails the globalization process. Yet it has only recently been
recognized as a problem worth examining.
In Inequality: A Short History, Michele Alacevich and Anna Soci discuss the
emergence of the inequality question in the twentieth century and explain how
inequality continues to be a daunting issue in the twenty-first century—and why it
matters for the survival of democracy.
Michele Alacevich is director of Global Studies and assistant professor of history
at Loyola University Maryland. He specializes in the history of twentieth-century
development institutions and ideas, and international history. He is a former research fellow at Harvard
University, Columbia University, and the World Bank.
Anna Soci is professor of economics at the University of Bologna. The author of scholarly articles,
books, and textbooks in macroeconomics and international economics, she is a life-member of Clare
Hall College, University of Cambridge, and was recently research fellow of the Italian Academy for
Advanced Studies in America at Columbia University, and Jemolo Fellow at the Nuffield College,
University of Oxford. Her current research focuses on economics and politics.
June 2016, 4 x 7, 120 pp.
cloth, 9780815727613, $18.00t
epub, 9780815727620, $18.00
pdf, 9780815727637, $18.00

Climate Change:
A Short History

Corruption: A Short History

Christie Todd Whitman

Carlo Alberto Brioschi

December 2016, 4 x 7, 110 pp.
cloth, 9780815727880, $18.00t
ebook, 9780815727897, $18.00

Is corrupt behavior an indelible fact of political and economic life?

Global Cities:
A Short History
Greg Clark

August 2016, 4 x 7, 110 pp.
cloth, 9780815728917, $18.00t
ebook, 9780815728924, $18.00

From ancient times to modern, corruption has been ingrained in human society
and is still a powerful issue in the contemporary world.
In Corruption: A Short History, Carlo Brioschi provides a thorough and
entertaining look at how corruption has changed over time. He discusses
corruption through politics and history—from Babylon to modern day U.S.
organized crime—and concludes with a chapter on policy recommendations.
Carlo Alberto Brioschi is an Italian journalist, book author, and publisher. He
is currently editorial director of I Corsivi del Corriere Della Sera, the digital book
series of the main Italian newspaper in Italy; he was the nonfiction editorial director
at Rizzoli, the second-largest publishing group in Italy, and prior to that he was
nonfiction editor at Utet and Mondadori. As a journalist, he wrote for Corriere Della Sera, L’Indipendente
and Il Giornale. He teaches theory and methods of mass media at the European Institute of Design.
June 2016, 4 x 7, 100 pp.
cloth, 9780815727910, $18.00t
epub, 9780815727927, $18.00
pdf, 9780815727934, $18.00
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China’s Offensive in Europe

OF RELATED INTEREST

Philippe Le Corre and Alain Sepulchre
A portrait of China’s new economic interest in Europe.
For years China’s international investment interests
focused on a search for natural resources in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America. Recently, China’s focus
has shifted to Europe as well as the United States,
and to new fields as diverse as real estate, energy,
hospitality, transportation, and heavy industry.
Chinese foreign investment is expected to grow
throughout Europe in the years to come. For
instance, the financial crisis centered in Greece and
the fall of the euro have helped China and some of
its corporations create a new partnership within the
European Union, working to expand the country’s
power through finance and infrastructure.
China’s Offensive in Europe studies the
trends, sectors, and target countries of Chinese
investments in Europe. It looks at cases of outbound investment trajectories by
key Chinese private and state-owned companies. It also takes a look at European
perceptions of China, a country with a very different history and very different traditions
from the Western world.
Philippe Le Corre and Alain Sepulchre examine how China’s presence in Europe can
serve as a benchmark to other developed economies—especially the United States,
which is also seeing a rise in Chinese investments.
Philippe Le Corre is a visiting fellow in the Foreign Policy Program at the Brookings
Institution, where he specializes in China-Europe relations. He is also an adjunct
lecturer at Johns Hopkins University. His articles have appeared in Foreign Affairs, The
Financial Times, Foreign Policy, Le Monde, and The Wall Street Journal. He is a former
foreign correspondent in China and served as senior adviser to the French Minister of
Defense. He also acted as a consultant and lecturer in China for several multinational
companies.
Alain Sepulchre is a senior adviser with BCG in Hong Kong and was formerly with
McKinsey Company. He specializes in mergers and acquisitions activities for Chinese
companies abroad. He is also a lecturer at the University of Hong Kong and at ParisDauphine University. He was previously a senior executive with the energy group Total
in China for fifteen years.

Chinese Politics in the Xi
Jinping Era: Reassessing
Collective Leadership
Cheng Li

December 2016, 6 x 9, 240 pp.
paper, 9780815726920, $30.00
ebook, 9780815726937, $30.00

Social Ethics in a Changing
China: Moral Decay or
Ethical Awakening?
He Huaihong
Foreword by John L. Thornton
Introduction by Cheng Li

August 2015, 6 x 9, 250 pp.
cloth, 9780815725732, $34.00
ebook, 9780815725725, $34.00

May 2016, 6 x 9, 200 pp.
paper, 9780815727989, $22.00
epub, 9780815727996, $22.00
pdf, 9780815728009, $22.00
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Hong Kong in the Shadow of China:
Living with the Leviathan
Richard C. Bush
A close-up look at the struggle for democracy in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong in the Shadow of China is a reflection on the recent political turmoil in
Hong Kong during which the Chinese government insisted on gradual movement
toward electoral democracy and hundreds of thousands of protesters occupied
major thoroughfares to push for full democracy now. Fueling this struggle is
deep public resentment over growing inequality and how the political system—
established by China and dominated by the local business community—reinforces
the divide between those who have profited immensely and those who struggle for
basics such as housing.
Richard C. Bush, director of the Brookings Institution’s Center on East Asia
Policy Studies, takes us inside the demonstrations and the demands of the
demonstrators and then pulls back to critically explore what Hong Kong and China
must do to ensure both economic competitiveness and good governance and the
implications of Hong Kong developments for United States policy.
Richard C. Bush is a senior fellow in the Foreign Policy Program at the Brookings
Institution and director of its Center on East Asia Policy Studies. He worked for
nineteen years in the U.S. government on Asia policy issues, including Hong
Kong. His most recent book is Uncharted Strait: The Future of China-Taiwan
Relations.
August 2016, 6 x 9, 424 pp.
paper, 9780815728122, $30.00
epub, 9780815728139, $30.00
pdf, 9780815728146, $30.00
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The South Asia Papers: A Critical Anthology
of Writings by Stephen Philip Cohen

Made in Africa: Learning to Compete in
Industry

Stephen Philip Cohen

Carol Newman, John Page, John Rand, Abebe Shimeles,
Måns Söderbom, and Finn Tarp

This curated collection examines Stephen P. Cohen’s
impressive body of work.

Why is there so little industry in Africa?

Stephen P. Cohen, the Brookings scholar
who virtually created the field of South
Asian security studies, has curated a
unique collection of the most important
articles, chapters, and speeches from his
fifty-year career. Cohen, often described
as the dean of United States South Asian
studies, is a dominant figure in the fields
of military history, military sociology, and
South Asia’s strategic emergence.
Cohen introduces this work with a critical look at his past
writing—where he was right, where he was wrong. This
exceptional collection includes materials that have never
appeared in book form, including Cohen’s original essays
on the region’s military history, the transition from British rule
to independence, the role of the armed forces in India and
Pakistan, the pathologies of India-Pakistan relations, South
Asia’s growing nuclear arsenal, and America’s fitful (and
forgetful) regional policy.

Over the past forty years, industry
has moved from the developed to the
developing world, yet Africa’s share of
global manufacturing has fallen from
about 3 percent in 1970 to less than 2
percent in 2014. Industry is important
to low-income countries. It is good for
economic growth, job creation, and poverty
reduction. Made in Africa: Learning to
Compete in Industry outlines a new strategy to help African
industry compete in global markets. This book draws on
case studies and econometric and qualitative research from
Africa and emerging Asia to understand what drives firm-level
competitiveness in low-income countries. The results show that
while traditional concerns such as infrastructure, skills, and the
regulatory environment are important, they alone will not be
sufficient for Africa to industrialize. The book also addresses
how industrialization strategies will need to adapt to the region’s
growing resource abundance.

Stephen P. Cohen is a senior fellow in the India Project, a part
of the Foreign Policy program at Brookings, following a career
as a professor of political science and history at the University
of Illinois. In 2004 he was named by the World Affairs Councils
of America as one of “America’s 500 Most Influential People” in
the area of foreign policy.

Carol Newman is an associate professor in the Department of
Economics, Trinity College Dublin.

March 2016, 6 x 9, 387 pp.
cloth, 9780815728337, $35.00
epub, 9780815728344, $28.00
pdf, 9780815728412, $28.00

John Page is a senior fellow in the Global Economy and
Development Program of the Brookings Institution and
nonresident senior fellow of UNU-WIDER. He was the World
Bank’s chief economist for Africa until 2008.
John Rand is a professor in development microeconomics at
the University of Copenhagen.
Abebe Shemeles is acting director of the Research
Department of the African Development Bank.
Måns Söderbom is professor of economics, University of
Gothenburg.
Finn Tarp is professor of economics, University of
Copenhagen, and Director, UNU-WIDER.
February 2016, 6 x 9, 306 pp.
paper, 9780815728153, $35.00
epub, 9780815728160, $35.00
pdf, 9780815728177, $35.00
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GEOPOLITICS IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
This series of essential books from the Order from Chaos project at Brookings will analyze the major dynamics
at play and offer ideas and strategies to guide critical countries and key leaders on how they should act to
preserve and renovate the established international order to secure peace and prosperity for another generation.

Aspirational Power: How Brazil Tries to
Influence the International Order and
Why It So Often Fails

India at the Global High Table:
The Quest for Regional Primacy and
Strategic Autonomy

David R. Mares and Harold A. Trinkunas

Teresita C. Schaffer and Howard B. Schaffer

Brazil’s soft power path to major power status.

An integrated picture of India’s global vision, its foreign
policy, and the negotiating practices that link the two.

Aspirational Power examines Brazil
as an emerging power. It explains
Brazil’s present emphasis on using
soft power through a historical
analysis of Brazil’s three past
attempts to achieve major power
status. Though these efforts have
fallen short, this book suggests that
Brazil will continue to try to emerge,
but that it will succeed only when
its domestic institutions provide a
solid and attractive foundation for
the deployment of its soft power abroad. Aspirational Power
concludes with concrete recommendations for how Brazil might
improve its strategy, and why the great powers, including the
United States, should respond positively to Brazil’s emergence.

In recent decades, India has taken
on a growing global presence.
India at the Global High Table is an
insightful and integrated analysis of
how India is managing its evolving
role. Two former U.S. ambassadors
to countries in South Asia shine light
on the country’s strategic vision and
foreign policy and the negotiating
behavior that links the two.
With a specific focus on India’s
negotiating practices, India at
the Global High Table provides a unique, comprehensive
understanding of India as an emerging international power
player and the choices it will face in a fast-evolving world.

David Mares holds the Institute of the Americas Chair for InterAmerican Affairs at the University of California, San Diego, and
is a member of the International Institute for Strategic Studies
and the Council on Foreign Relations.

Teresita C. Schaffer is the former U.S. Ambassador to Sri
Lanka. Her earlier books include India and the U.S. in the 21st
Century: Reinventing Partnership. She is a nonresident visiting
fellow at Brookings Institution.

Harold Trinkunas is the Charles W. Robinson Chair and senior
fellow and director of the Latin America Initiative in the Foreign
Policy program at Brookings. His research focuses on Latin
American politics, particularly on issues related to foreign policy,
governance, and security.

Howard B. Schaffer is the former U.S. Ambassador to
Bangladesh. His previous books include The Limits of
Influence: America’s Role in Kashmir and, co-authored with
his wife, Teresita, How Pakistan Negotiates with the United
States: Riding the Roller Coaster. He teaches diplomacy at
Georgetown University.

June 2016, 6 x 9, 220 pp.
cloth, 9780815727958, $32.00
ebook, 9780815727965, $26.00

August 2016, 6 x 9, 350 pp.
cloth, 9780815728214, $32.00
ebook, 9780815728221, $26.00
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THE MARSHALL PAPERS
As part of the Order from Chaos project, the Brookings Foreign Policy program is launching the Marshall
Papers, a series of short monographs that will provide accessible accounts of some of the critical international
challenges of our time.

The Consequences of Chaos:
Syria’s Humanitarian Crisis and
the Failure to Protect
Elizabeth Ferris and Kemal Kirişci
The massive dimensions of Syria’s refugee crisis—
and the search for solutions.
The civil war in Syria has forced
some ten million people—
more than half the country’s
population—from their homes
and communities, creating one of
the largest human displacements
since the end of World War II.
Daily headlines testify to their
plight, both within Syria and in the
countries to which they have fled.
The Consequences of
Chaos looks beyond the everincreasing numbers of Syria’s uprooted to consider the
long-term economic, political, and social implications of
this massive movement of people. Neighboring countries
hosting thousands or even millions of refugees, Western
governments called upon to provide financial assistance and
even new homes for the refugees, regional and international
organizations struggling to cope with the demands for
food and shelter—all have found the Syria crisis to be
overwhelming in its challenges. And the challenges of
finding solutions for those displaced by the conflict are likely
to continue for years, perhaps even for decades.

The Syrian displacement crisis raises fundamental
questions about the relationship between action to
resolve conflicts and humanitarian aid to assist the victims
and demonstrates the limits of humanitarian response,
even on a massive scale, to resolve political crises. The
increasingly protracted nature of the crisis also raises
the need for the international community to think beyond
just relief assistance and adopt developmental policies to
help refugees become productive members of their host
communities.
Elizabeth Ferris is a senior research associate in
Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service and a
nonresident senior fellow in Foreign Policy at the Brookings
Institution. She previously served as codirector of the
Brookings-LSE Project on Internal Displacement and has
extensive experience working with humanitarian issues.
Kemal Kirişci is the TUSIAD Senior Fellow in the Foreign
Policy Program at Brookings. Previously, Kirişci was a
professor of international relations and held the Jean
Monnet chair in European integration in the department
of political science and international relations at Boğaziçi
University in Istanbul. Kirişci has written extensively on
immigration and refugees in Turkey.
April 2016, 4 x 6, 100 pp.
paperback 9780815729518, $20.00
ebook, 9780815729525, $20.00
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The 2015 Brookings Financial and Digital
Inclusion Project Report: Measuring Progress
on Financial Access and Usage
John D. Villasenor, Darrell M. West, and Robin J. Lewis
The Brookings Financial and Digital Inclusion Project (FDIP) evaluates access
to and use of affordable financial services by underserved people across twentyone countries. The 2015 FDIP Report evaluates and ranks these countries based
on four dimensions of financial inclusion: country commitment, mobile capacity,
regulatory environment, and adoption of traditional and digital financial services.
Some key takeaways about how to best expand financial inclusion across the
world include:
• Country commitment is fundamental.
• Movement toward digital financial services will accelerate financial inclusion.
• Geography generally matters less than policy, legal, and regulatory changes,
although some regional trends in terms of financial services provision are
evident.
• Central banks, ministries of finance, ministries of communications, banks,
nonbank financial providers, and mobile network operators play major roles in
achieving greater financial inclusion.
• Full financial inclusion cannot be achieved without addressing the financial
inclusion gender gap.
John Villasenor is a nonresident senior fellow in Governance Studies and the
Center for Technology Innovation at Brookings. His current research focuses on
the technology and policy challenges associated with how information is acquired,
processed, and delivered in an efficient and secure manner.
Darrell M. West is vice president and director of Governance Studies and holds
the Douglas Dillon Chair. He is founding director of the Center for Technology
Innovation at Brookings and editor-in-chief of TechTank. His current research
focuses on educational technology, health information technology, and mobile
technology.
Robin J. Lewis is a research analyst at Brookings in Governance Studies,
Center for Technology Innovation, and the Financial and Digital Inclusion Project.
October 2015, 8.5 x 11, 186 pp.
epub, 9780815728634, FREE
pdf, 9780815728641, FREE
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BROOKINGS CLASSICS
Thoughtful, important, and timely books have been the hallmark of the Brookings Institution Press since its founding, and
we have been fortunate to count among our ranks of authors some of the most important thinkers of the twentieth century.
As part of the 100th anniversary of the Brookings Institution, we honor the press’s most notable authors and their works
through the Brookings Classics series, so that new readers may discover these important books for the first time and past
readers may revisit them.

The Irony of Vietnam:
The System Worked

Camp David: Peacemaking
and Politics

Leslie H. Gelb with Richard K. Betts

William B. Quandt

New Introduction by Leslie H. Gelb
With a new foreword

With a foreword by Martin S. Indyk

“If a historian were allowed but one book on the
American involvement in Vietnam, this would be it.”
—Foreign Affairs

When first published in 1979, four years
after the end of one of the most divisive
conflicts in the United States, The Irony
of Vietnam raised eyebrows. The failure
of Vietnam could be laid at the door of
American foreign policy, Gelb and Betts
said, but the decisions that led to the
failure were made by presidents aware
of the risks, clear about their aims,
knowledgeable about the weaknesses of their allies, and under
no illusion about the outcome.
Leslie H. Gelb is among America’s most prominent foreign
policy experts. A Pulitzer Prize winner, former correspondent
for the New York Times, and senior official in state and defense
departments, he is currently president emeritus and board
senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, where he
served as president from 1993 to 2003.
Richard K. Betts is an adjunct senior fellow for national security
studies at the Council on Foreign Relations, the Arnold A.
Saltzman professor of war and peace studies, as well as director
of the Saltzman Institute of War and Peace Studies, and director
of the international security policy program in the School of
International and Public Affairs at Columbia University.

The gripping behind-the-scenes story of the
Camp David Accords.
In September 1978, William Quandt, a
member of the White House National
Security Council staff, spent thirteen
momentous days at Camp David, the
presidential retreat in Maryland, where
three world leaders were holding secret
negotiations.
Quandt’s book is not only an eyewitness
account but a scholar’s reconstruction of
the event, with insights into the people, politics, and policies.
His Camp David has provided a comprehensive and lasting
guide to the difficult negotiations surrounding the talks,
including the fraught scenario leading up to the meetings at the
presidential retreat and the talks and accord that would lead to
Sadat and Begin jointly receiving the 1978 Nobel Peace Prize.
William B. Quandt is an American scholar, author, and professor
emeritus at the University of Virginia and former senior fellow
in Foreign Policy at the Brookings Institution. During the Nixon
and Carter administrations, he served on the staff of the National
Security Council and was deeply involved in the first Camp David
negotiations.
December 2015, 5.5 x 8.5, 538 pp.
paper, 9780815726753, $25.00t
ebook, 9780815726760, $25.00

May 2016, 5.5 x 8.5, 486 pp.
paper, 9780815726784, $25.00t
ebook, 9780815726791, $25.00
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Development Projects Observed
Albert O. Hirschman
Foreword by Cass R. Sunstein and Afterword by Michele Alacevich
December 2014, 5.5 x 8.5, 200 pp.
paper, 9780815726425, $18.00t
ebook, 9780815726432, $18.00

Systematic Thinking for Social Action
Alice M. Rivlin
With a New Preface from the Author and Foreword by Donna Shalala
March 2015, 5.5 x 8.5, 142 pp.
paper, 9780815726449, $18.00t
ebook, 9780815726456, $18.00

Equality and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff
Arthur M. Okun
Foreword by Lawrence H. Summers
April 2015, 5.5 x 8.5, 125 pp.
paper, 9780815726531, $18.00t
ebook, 9780815726548, $18.00

Red Tape: Its Origins, Uses, and Abuses
Herbert Kaufman
Foreword by Philip K. Howard
May 2015, 5.5 x 8.5, 100 pp.
paper, 9780815726609, $18.00t
ebook, 9780815726616, $18.00
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The Brookings Essay eBooks
In the spirit of its commitment to high-quality, independent research, the Brookings Institution is commissioning works on
major topics of public policy by distinguished authors, including Brookings scholars. The Brookings Essay is aimed to engage
readers in open dialogue and debate. The views expressed, however, are solely those of the author.

The Believer

How an Introvert with a Passion for
Religion and Soccer Became Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi, Leader of the Islamic State

William McCants

ebook, 9780815728450, FREE

The Prince of
Counterterrorism

Washington’s favorite Saudi, Muhammad
bin Nayef, is the scourge of al-Qaida and
Iran but no friend of those who want to see
major reforms in the kingdom

The Changing Face of the
Heartland

Preparing America’s Diverse Workforce for
Tomorrow

Jennifer Bradley

The Rhyme of History
Lessons of the Great War

Margaret MacMillan

ebook, 9780815725985, $2.99

ebook, 9780815726739, $2.99

Back to the Future

Advanced Nuclear Energy and the Battle
Against Climate Change

Josh Freed

ebook, 9780815726661, $2.99

The Big Snoop

Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Terrorists

Stuart Taylor Jr.

ebook, 9780815726326, $2.99

Bruce Riedel

ebook, 9780815728665, FREE

My Ukraine

A Personal Reflection on a Nation’s
Independence and the Nightmare Vladimir
Putin Has Visited Upon It

Chrystia Freeland

ebook, 9780815727569, $2.99

A Deadly Triangle

Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India

William Dalrymple

ebook, 9780815725886, $2.99

Monnet’s Brandy and
Europe’s Fate

A Determined Frenchman’s Vision of
Integration Serves as a Guide to Ending the
Eurozone Crisis

Strobe Talbott

ebook, 9780815726074, $2.99
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Brookings Papers
on Economic
Activity: Fall 2015

Economía

Journal of the Latin American and
Caribbean Economic Association

Raquel Bernal, Marcela
Eslava, Ugo Paniza, Roberto
Rigobón, editors

David H. Romer and Justin
Wolfers, editors

Economía, vol. 16, no. 2
Spring 2016

Contents

Contents

• The Pitfalls of External Dependence: Greece, 1829–2015

• The Costs of Sovereign Defaults: Theory and Empirical Evidence

Carmen M. Reinhart and Christoph Trebesch
• Is the Greek Crisis One of Supply or Demand?
Yannis M. Ioannides and Christopher Pissarides
• Greek Debt Sustainability and Official Crisis Lending
Julian Schumacher and Beatrice Weder di Mauro
• Greek Budget Realities: No Easy Options
Christopher L. House and Linda L. Tesar
• Weather Adjusting Economic Data
Michael Boldin and Jonathan H. Wright
• Inflation Targeting Does Not Anchor Inflation Expectations:
Evidence from Firms in New Zealand
Saten Kumar, Hassan Afrouzi, Olivier Coibion, and Yuriy
Gorodnichenko
• “Dynamic Scoring”: Why and How to Include Macroeconomic
Effects in Budgetary Estimates for Legislative Proposals
Douglas Elmendorf
• Looking for a Success in the Euro Crisis Adjustment Programs:
The Case of Portugal
Ricardo Reis

Guido Sandleris
• What Is the Relationship between National Saving and Investment
in Latin America and the Caribbean?
Mathieu Pedemonte and Eduardo Cavallo
• Reciprocity and Willingness to Pay Taxes: Evidence from a Survey
Experiment in Latin America
Daniel Ortega, Lucas Ronconi, and Pablo Sanguinetti
• Challenges to Promoting Social Inclusion of the Extreme Poor:
Evidence from a Large-Scale Experiment in Colombia
Laura Abramovsky, George Stoye, Orazio Attanasio, Kai
Barron, and Pedro Carneiro
• Access to Credit and the Size of the Formal Sector
Pablo N. D’Erasmo
• A Comparison of Saving Rates: Micro Evidence from Seventeen
Latin American and Caribbean Countries
Néstor Gandelman
April 2016, 6 x 9, 175 pp.
paper, 9780815728689, $36.00
ebook, 9780815728696, $36.00

• Overcoming the Lost Decades? Abenomics after Three Years
Joshua K. Hausman and Johannes F. Wieland
• A Crisis in Student Loans? How Changes in the Characteristics of
Borrowers and in the Institutions They Attend Contributed to Rising
Loan Defaults
Adam Looney and Constantine Yannelis
April 2016, 6 x 9, 350 pp.
paper, 9780815728702, $36.00
ebook, 9780815728719, $36.00
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Behavioral Science
in Policy and
Practice

Behavioral Science
in Policy and
Practice

Craig R. Fox and
Sim B. Sitkin, editors

Craig R. Fox and
Sim B. Sitkin, editors

Volume 1, No. 1

Volume 1, No. 2

Contents

Contents

• Bridging the Divide between Behavioral Science and Policy

• Belonging Nowhere: Marginalization and Radicalization Risk among
Muslim Immigrants

Craig R. Fox and Sim B. Sitkin
• Intuition Is Not Evidence: Prescriptions for Behavioral Interventions
Timothy D. Wilson and Lindsay P. Juarez
• Small Behavioral Science-Informed Changes Can Produce Large
Policy-Relevant Effects
Robert B. Cialdini, Steve J. Martin, and Noah J. Goldstein
• Active Choosing or Default Rules? The Policymaker’s Dilemma
Cass R. Sunstein

• New Directions for Policies Aimed at Strengthening Low-Income
Couples
Justin A. Lavner, Benjamin R. Karney, and Thomas N. Bradbury
• A Personal Touch in Text Messaging Can Improve Loan Repayment
Dean Karlan, Melanie Morten, and Jonathan Zinman
• Beyond Good Intentions: Prompting People to Make Plans
Improves Follow-Through on Important Tasks

• Warning: You Are About to Be Nudged

Todd Rogers, Katherine L. Milkman, Leslie K. John, and
Michael I. Norton

George Loewenstein, Cindy Bryce, David Hagman, and
Sachin Rajpal
• Workplace Practices and Health Outcomes: Focusing Health
Policy on the Workplace
Joel Goh, Jeffrey Pfeffer, and Stefanos A. Zenios
• Time to Retire: Why Americans Claim Benefits Early and How to
Encourage Delay
Melissa A. Z. Knoll, Kirstin C. Appelt, Eric J. Johnson, and
Jonathan E. Westfall
• Designing Better Energy Metrics for Consumers

• Improving the Communication of Uncertainty in Climate Science
and Intelligence Analysis
Emily H. Ho, David V. Budescu, Mandeep K. Dhami, and David
R. Mandel
• Moving Citizens Online: Using Salience and Message Framing to
Motivate Behavior Change
Noah Castelo, Elizabeth Hardy, Julian House, Nina Mazar,
Claire Tsai, and Min Zhao
• Blinding Prosecutors to Defendants’ Race: A Policy Proposal to
Reduce Unconscious Bias in the Criminal Justice System

Richard P. Larrick, Jack B. Soll, and Ralph L. Keeney
• Unblocking the Relationship between Payer Mix, Financial Health,
and Quality of Health Care: Implications for Hospital Value-Based
Reimbursement
Matthew Manary, Richard Staelin, William Boulding, and
Seth W. Glickman
June 2015, 8.5 x 11, 96 pp.
paper, 9780815725084, $20.00
ebook, 9780815722595, $20.00

Sarah Lyons-Padilla, Michele J. Gelfand, Hedieh Mirahmadi,
Mehreen Farooq, and Marieke van Egmond

Sunita Sah, Christopher T. Robertson, and Shima B. Baughman
• The U.S. Social and Behavioral Science Team’s First Year
William J. Congdon and Maya Shankar
January 2016, 8.5 x 11, 96 pp.
paper, 9780815728726, $20.00
ebook, 9780815728733, $20.00

All Brookings journals are also available in both print and electronic form through subscription. For more information on
rates or to subscribe to any Brookings journal, call 866-698-0010 or visit brookings.edu/about/press/journals.
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The New Brazil, Revised
Edition
Riordan Roett

June 2011, 6 x 9, 178 pp.
paper, 9780815721680, $19.95
ebook, 9780815721697, $19.95

The Thistle and the
Drone: How America’s
War on Terrorism
Became a Global War on
Tribal Islam
Akbar Ahmed

Dead Men Ruling:
How to Restore Fiscal
Freedom and Rescue Our
Future
C. Eugene Steuerle

April 2014, 6 x 9, 200 pp.
paper, 9780870785382, $19.95

Confronting Suburban
Poverty in America
Elizabeth Kneebone and Alan Berube

January 2014, 6 x 9, 169 pp.
paper, 9780815725800, $24.00
ebook, 9780815723912, $24.00

March 2013, 6 x 9, 424 pp.
cloth, 9780815723783, $32.95
ebook, 9780815723790, $32.95

Still Ours to Lead:
America, Rising Powers,
and the Tension between
Rivalry and Restraint

The PerformanceStat
Potential: A Leadership
Strategy for Producing
Results

Bruce D. Jones

Robert D. Behn

March 2014, 6 x 9, 263 pp.
cloth, 9780815725121, $26.95
paper, 9780815725978, $21.00
ebook, 9780815725138, $21.00

June 2014, 6 x 9, 413 pp.
paper, 9780815725275, $32.95
ebook, 9780815725282, $32.95

Show Me the Evidence:
Obama’s Fight for Rigor
and Results in Social
Policy

The Future of Land
Warfare

Ron Haskins and Greg Margolis

December 2014, 6 x 9, 319 pp.
paper, 9780815725718, $32.00
ebook, 9780815725701, $32.00
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Michael E. O’Hanlon

August 2015, 6 x 9, 220 pp.
cloth, 9780815726890, $32.00
paper, 9780815727422, $26.00
ebook, 9780815726906, $26.00

BROOKINGS INSTITUTION PRESS / BESTSELLERS

Russia and the New
World Disorder

JFK’s Forgotten Crisis:
Tibet, the CIA, and the
Sino-Indian War

Bobo Lo

June 2015, 6 x 9, 336 pp.
cloth, 9780815725565, $34.00t
paper, 9780815726098, $27.00t
ebook, 9780815725572, $27.00

Bruce Riedel

Generation Unbound:
Drifting into Sex and
Parenthood without
Marriage

The $13 Trillion
Question: How America
Manages Its Debt

Isabel V. Sawhill

November 2015, 6 x 9, 135 pp.
paper, 9780815727057, $20.00
ebook, 9780815727064, $20.00

November 2015, 6 x 9, 177 pp.
cloth, 9780815726999, $29.00t
ebook, 9780815727002, $22.00

September 2014, 6 x 9, 212 pp.
paper, 9780815726357, $25.00t
ebook, 9780815725596, $25.00

Diversity Explosion:
How New Racial
Demographics are
Remaking America

The Metropolitan
Revolution: How Cities
and Metros Are Fixing
Our Broken Politics and
Fragile Economy

William H. Frey

November 2014, 6.5 x 9.25, 224 pp.
cloth, 9780815723981, $29.95t
paper, 9780815726494, $24.00t
ebook, 9780815723998, $24.00

Saving Europe:
Anatomy of a Dream
Carlo Bastasin

January 2015, 6 x 9, 543 pp.
paper, 9780815726135, $35.00
ebook, 9780815726142, $35.00

David Wessel, ed.

Bruce Katz and Jennifer Bradley

December 2014, 6 x 9, 288 pp.
paper, 9780815726593, $22.00t
ebook, 9780815721529, $22.00

Five Rising Democracies
and the Fate of the
International Liberal
Order
Ted Piccone

December 2015, 6 x 9, 250 pp.
cloth, 9780815727415, $32.00
paper, 9780815725794, $26.00
ebook, 9780815725787, $26.00
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The Fog of Peace: A
Memoir of International
Peacekeeping in the 21st
Century

The Arab Spring Five
Years Later: Toward
Greater Inclusiveness

Jean-Marie Guéhenno

Hafez Ghanem

May 2015, 6 x 9, 353 pp.
cloth, 9780815726364, $32.00t
paper, 9780815726302, $25.00t
ebook, 9780815726319, $25.00

December 2015, 6 x 9, 240 pp.
paper, 9780815727187, $32.00
ebook, 9780815727194, $32.00

The Power of the Past:
History and Statecraft

The Arab Spring Five
Years Later: Case Studies

Volume 1

Hal Brands and Jeremi Suri, editors

Volume 2

November 2015, 6 x 9, 300 pp.
paper, 9780815727125, $32.00
ebook, 9780815727132, $32.00

Hafez Ghanem, editor

December 2015, 6 x 9, 453 pp.
paper, 9780815727217, $36.00
epub, 9780815727224, $36.00
Set of two volumes
paper, 9780815727514, $59.00
ebook, 9780815727521, $59.00

Managing Complexity:
Economic Policy
Cooperation after the
Crisis
Tamim Bayoumi, Stephen Pickford,
and Paola Subacchi, editors

January 2016, 6 x 9, 350 pp.
paper, 9780815727156, $36.00
ebook, 9780815727163, $36.00

Imperial Gamble:
Putin, Ukraine, and the
New Cold War
Marvin Kalb

September 2015, 6 x 9, 230 pp.
cloth, 9780815726647, $29.00t
ebook, 9780815726654, $29.00
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Mr. Putin: Operative
in the Kremlin
New and Expanded Edition

Fiona Hill and Clifford G. Gaddy

February 2015, 6 x 9, 520 pp.
paper, 9780815726173, $32.00t
ebook, 9780815726173, $32.00

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK INSTITUTE

Pacific Opportunities:
Leveraging Asia’s Growth

Low-Carbon Green Growth in Asia:
Policies and Practices

ADBI/ADB

ADBI

Forecasts suggest that solid growth in
Asia is likely to continue. By 2030, Asian
economies are expected to be roughly
four times larger than they are today, and
Asia’s share of global output is expected
to rise to 40 percent of the global total. In
contrast, most countries in the Pacific have
experienced extended periods of relatively
low growth, and many have suffered
significant setbacks from disasters.
This book analyzes and discerns some
of the main trends driving economic
relations between Asia and the Pacific. It aims to assess how
the fourteen Pacific developing member countries of the Asian
Development Bank can better tap into opportunities arising from
Asian growth, and explores how the economic and financial
integration between Asia and the Pacific can be expanded to
benefit both regions. Pacific Opportunities identifies critical
constraints on integration and sets out policy reforms to address
these constraints to mutually beneficial economic ties between the
two regions.
These two very different regions have drawn closer economically
over the past two decades as improvements in transport
infrastructure and advances in information and communications
technology have helped to bridge geographic distance.

Asia is at a crossroads. It is the world’s most populous region,
accounts for a rising share of global greenhouse gas emissions,
and is the region most vulnerable to climate risks. Low-Carbon
Green Growth in Asia: Policies and Practices recognizes that
to develop the region, low-carbon green growth is imperative.
The volume reviews low-carbon policy initiatives taken by Asian
countries at the national, sectoral, and local levels while assessing
their achievements, identifying the remaining gaps, and examining
new opportunities.
The volume notes that actions taken by several Asian countries
to date have been both impressive and replicable and that the
region’s commitment to low-carbon green growth represents a
move away from the old economic notion of “grow first and clean
later.” However, emerging Asia’s carbon emissions remain high,
and failure to act swiftly could increase mitigation costs by two to
five times and lock in a high-carbon footprint for decades to come.

September 2015, 6 x 9, 220 pp.
paper, 9789292549893, $37.00
ebook, 9789292549909, $37.00

Integrating SMEs into Global Value Chains:
Challenges and Policy Actions in Asia
ADBI/ADB

Globalized production networks, or global
value chains, provide an opportunity for
small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) to upscale their business models
and to grow across borders. This process
can enhance SME competitiveness, create
more jobs, and promote inclusive growth in
developing Asia. The Asian Development
Bank and the Asian Development Bank
Institute recognize the importance of
integrating SMEs into global value chains. To provide pathways
for such integration, this study examines ways of encouraging
participation in value chains, and explores policy solutions to address
the financial and nonfinancial barriers faced by these enterprises.
December 2015, 8.5 x 11, 176 pp.
paper, 9789292571351, $31.00
ebook, 9789292571368, $31.00

December 2014, 7 x 9, 266 pp.
paper, 9784899740377, $34.00

Managing the Transition to a Low-Carbon
Economy: Perspectives, Policies, and
Practices from Asia
ADBI

Asia must be at the center of the global
fight against climate change. It is the
world’s most populous region, with high
economic growth, a rising share of global
greenhouse gas emissions, and the most
vulnerability to climate risks. Its current
resource- and emission-intensive growth
pattern is not sustainable. This study
recognizes low-carbon green growth as an
imperative—not an option—for developing
Asia.
Asia has already started to move toward
low-carbon green growth. Many emerging economies have started
to use sustainable development to bring competitiveness to their
industries and to serve growing green technology markets.
The aim of this study is to share the experiences of emerging
Asian economies and the lessons learned. The book assesses
the low-carbon and green policies and practices taken by Asian
countries, identifies gaps, and examines new opportunities for
low-carbon green growth.
January 2016, 6 x 9, 416 pp.
paper, 9784899740575, $39.00
ebook, 9784899740582, $39.00
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WALTER H. SHORENSTEIN ASIA-PACIFIC RESEARCH CENTER

Internationalizing Higher Education in
Korea: Challenges and Opportunities in
Comparative Perspective
Yeon-Cheon Oh, Gi-Wook Shin, and Rennie J. Moon, editors

Student mobility to and among higher
education systems in Asia has reached
unprecedented levels. In particular, inbound
and outbound student mobility creates
twin challenges—growing diversity in host
countries and brain drain and circulation
for sending countries—that have significant
implications for growing intra-regional
mobility, competition, and cooperation within
Northeast Asia. This book examines these
and other related, timely issues for the
case of South Korea, a major player in the internationalization of
higher education in Asia, and draws on the experiences of other key
players in the region and beyond—Japan, China, Singapore, and the
United States—to engage in a comparative discussion of Korea’s
successes, failures, and ongoing challenges.
By doing so, Internationalizing Higher Education in Korea
offers critical perspectives on the internationalization of Korean
higher education as well as innovative, policy-relevant solutions
for Asian countries undergoing similar challenges. It will be a
valuable addition to the growing literature on comparative and
international education in Asia and can aid university administrators
and policymakers striving to internationalize their higher education
systems to meet new challenges.
Yeon-Cheon Oh was president of Seoul National University (2010–
14) and chair of the Board of Trustees. Before then, he taught at the
university’s Graduate School of Public Administration from 1983 to
2010, and also served as the dean of that school from 2000 to 2004.
Gi-Wook Shin is a professor of sociology and director of the Walter
H. Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center at Stanford University.
Rennie J. Moon is an assistant professor of international
comparative education at Yonsei University.
June 2016, 6 x 9, 265 pp.
paper, 9781931368421, $28.95

Policy Challenges from Demographic
Change in China and India
Karen Eggleston, editor

The world’s two most populous countries
face numerous policy challenges from rapid
demographic change, including gender
imbalance, population aging, and rapid
urbanization. Drawing on social science
expertise from China, India, and the United
States, the contributors examine the social
and economic challenges for policy across
a range of domains, from family planning
and old-age support to human capital
investment, poverty alleviation, and broader issues of governance.
Karen Eggleston is the director of the Asia Health Policy Program
at Stanford University’s Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center
(Shorenstein APARC).
April 2016, 6 x 9, 250 pp.
paper, 9781931368407, $24.95

Challenges in the Process of China’s
Urbanization
Karen Eggleston, Jean C. Oi, and Yiming Wang, editors

China’s New National Urbanization
Plan (2014–20) sets ambitious targets
for sustainable, human-centered, and
environmentally friendly urbanization.
What key institutional and governance
challenges will China face in reaching those
goals? This title features policy-focused
contributions from leading U.S. and Chinese
social scientists who explore challenges
ranging from migration and labor markets
to agglomeration economies, land finance,
affordable housing, and education policy.
Karen Eggleston is the director of the Asia Health Policy Program
at the Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center (Shorenstein
APARC). She is a fellow at Stanford’s Center for Health Policy/
Primary Care and Outcomes Research and a faculty research
fellow of the National Bureau of Economic Research.
Jean C. Oi is the William Haas Professor in Chinese Politics in
the department of political science, founding director of the China
Program at Shorenstein APARC, and the Lee Shau Kee Director of
the Stanford Center at Peking University.
Yiming Wang is deputy secretary-general of the National
Development and Reform Commission, People’s Republic of China.
June 2016, 6 x 9, 250 pp.
paper, 9781931368414, $24.95
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THE ASPEN INSTITUTE

Blind Spot: America’s Response to Radicalism
in the Middle East
Nicholas Burns and Jonathon Price, editors
Foreword by Joseph S. Nye and Brent Scowcroft
The Aspen Strategy Group’s Policy Books is an annual series of pieces written
by contemporary thought leaders on the most pressing U.S. foreign policy and
national security issues. This edition is a collection of papers commissioned for
the 2015 Aspen Strategy Group Summer Workshop, in Aspen, Colorado. The
summer workshop convened a nonpartisan group of foreign policy experts,
academics, journalists, and business leaders. The group’s policy discussions were
guided by the papers in this volume, which evaluate the roots of extremism, the
rise of the Islamic State, and the costs and risks associated with intensifying U.S.
engagement in Iraq and Syria.
Nicholas Burns is on leave at Stanford for the spring semester. He is the
Annenberg Distinguished Visiting Fellow at the Hoover Institution, the William J.
Perry Fellow at the Center for International Security and Cooperation, and the
Payne Distinguished Lecturer at the Freeman Spogli Institute for International
Studies. He is a former U.S. undersecretary of state for political affairs (2005–08),
ambassador to NATO (2001–05), and ambassador to Greece (1997–2001).
Jonathon Price is deputy director of the Aspen Strategy Group.
Contributors include: James E. Cartwright, Jared Cohen, Ryan Crocker, Peter
Feaver, Michèle Flournoy, Richard Fontaine, Shadi Hamid, Bernard Haykel, David
Ignatius, William McCants, Vali Nasr, Farah Pandith, Tom Pritzker, Sarah Sewall,
Frances Townsend, Graeme Wood, Dov Zakheim, and Philip Zelikow.
December 2015, 6.5 x 9, 217 pp.
paper, 9780898436297, $21.95
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VERLAG BERTELSMANN STIFTUNG

Transformation Index BTI 2016:
Political Management in International
Comparison
Verlag Bertelsmann Stiftung
Based on comprehensive country reports and in collaboration with about 250
internationally recognized experts, the BTI, for the seventh time, gives a detailed
picture of the impact of reform strategies on democracy under the rule of law, a
market economy anchored in principles of social justice and governance. The
BTI provides significant impetus and information for the work of foreign and
development policy stakeholders, academia, and media, as well as for local
democrats and reformers. The present volume summarizes the most important
global and regional developments between 2013 and 2015.
March 2016, 8 x 11, 130 pp.
paper, 9783867936781, $26.00
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CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE

The Puzzle of Non-Western
Democracy

Fault Lines in a Rising Asia
Chung Min Lee

Richard Youngs
Western democracy is being
questioned around the world.
At the same time, Western
aid groups are quick to say
that they are not trying to
impose a particular style
of democracy on others
and that they are open to
supporting local, alternative
forms of democracy. This
book examines what it is
about Western democracy
that non-Westerners are
reacting negatively to and whether the critics often are
equating a dislike for certain Western social or economic
features with an aversion to Western political systems. It
also explores the current state of debate about alternative
forms of democratic practice in different regions—Asia,
Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America—and then
puts forward ideas about how Western actors engaged in
democracy support can do a better job of incorporating new
thinking about alternative democratic forms into their efforts.

Asia’s rise over the past four decades is one of the most
significant geopolitical and geoeconomic developments
in world affairs as evinced by China’s, and more recently,
India’s, accelerated economic growth. Yet the conventional
narrative of Asia’s rise is incomplete, if not misleading, given
the fundamental dichotomy that defines contemporary Asia:
a region with unparalleled economic success but also home
to the world’s most dangerous, diverse, and divisive security,
military, and political challenges. How the strategically
consequential Asian states manage to ameliorate or
even overcome traditional geopolitical tinderboxes across
the Taiwan Strait, the Korean Peninsula, and the Indian
subcontinent—as well as new zones of strategic competition
such as the South China Sea—will have a profound impact
on regional order well into the twenty-first century.
Chung Min Lee is a nonresident senior associate at the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a professor
of international relations at the Graduate School of
International Studies, Yonsei University in Seoul, and a
council member of the International Institute for Strategic
Studies.
April 2016, 6 x 9, 440 pp.
paper, 9780870033117, $19.99

Richard Youngs is a senior associate in the Democracy
and Rule of Law Program, based at Carnegie Europe. He
works on EU foreign policy and on issues of international
democracy.
September 2015, 6 x 9, 240 pp.
cloth, 9780870034299, $49.95
paper, 9780870034282, $19.95
ebook, 9780870034305, $15.95
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Low for Long? Causes and Consequences of
Persistently Low Interest Rates: The 17th
Geneva Report on the World Economy
Charles Bean, Christian Broda, Takatoshi Ito, Randall Kroszner
The 17th Geneva Report on the World Economy examines the causes of the
unusually low interest rates seen in recent years, asks whether they are likely
to persist, and explores the possible consequences. Regarding the causes, the
report argues that demographic developments and Chinese financial integration
have been important drivers, reinforced since the crisis by a reluctance to invest
and a shift in investor preferences toward safe assets. But some of these forces
are likely to reverse in the future, suggesting that the current period of unusually
low interest rates is unlikely to persist indefinitely.
The pace at which that reversal will happen remains highly uncertain, however,
and dependent on longer-term policy choices. The return to historically more
normal levels of interest rates may, consequently, be quite drawn out and
policymakers need to be alert to the consequences. Aside from increasing the
frequency with which monetary policies are constrained by the lower bound on
policy rates, persistently low interest rates on safe assets also encourage the
adoption of strategies to lever up returns, so heightening the risks to financial
stability. While macro prudential policies represent the first line of defense against
such risks, policymakers should be careful not to expect too much from them.
November 2015, 6 x 9, 122 pp.
paper, 9781907142949, $38.00
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CENTRE FOR EUROPEAN POLICY STUDIES

Access to Electronic Data by Third-Country
Law Enforcement Authorities: Challenges to
EU Rule of Law and Fundamental Rights

Unleashing Innovation and
Entrepreneurship in Europe:
People, Places, and Policies

Sergio Carrera, Gloria González Fuster, Elspeth Guild, and
Valsamis Mitsilegas

Andrea Renda, Felice Simonelli, José Manuel Leceta, and
Totti Könnölä

This study examines the challenges to
European law posed by third-country access
to data held by private companies for
purposes of law-enforcement investigations
in criminal proceedings. The proliferation of
electronic communications is putting cloudcomputing companies under severe strain
from multiple demands from the authorities
to acquire access to such data.
A key challenge for the EU emerges when third-country
authorities request access to data held by private companies
under EU jurisdiction outside pre-established channels of
cooperation, in particular outside Mutual Legal Assistance
(MLA) treaties.
Special focus is given to practical issues emerging in
EU-US relations covering mutual legal assistance and
evidence-gathering for law enforcement purposes in criminal
proceedings. The fundamental question guiding this enquiry is
how best to ensure that the rule of law and trust-based methods
are respected in these proceedings.
The authors carried out a detailed survey of the main EU
legal instruments and their standards, underlining their direct
relevance for assessing the lawfulness and legitimacy of access
to data. They then outline three possible scenarios for the future
and put forward a set of policy recommendations for addressing
these challenges.

Innovation and entrepreneurship are key pillars of economic
growth and well-being. They may also serve as a crucial driver
of Europe’s future economic (and possibly political) recovery.
Around the world, innovation and entrepreneurship are evoked
as major avenues for economic growth and competitiveness,
while recent debates aim at reconciling sustainability and
governance. Over the past two decades, however, Europe has
performed rather poorly, on average, in both dimensions. On
one hand, many political leaders have denounced the existence
of an “innovation emergency” in Europe. At the same time,
commentators have observed Europe’s inability to create a
suitable environment in which entrepreneurship can flourish.
In the autumn of 2015, CEPS formed a Task Force of experts
and stakeholders to examine key aspects of the debate on how
to boost these two dimensions in Europe. Their report takes
a dynamic, forward-looking view of EU policy, encompassing
technological development, new business models, the expected
changes in the labor market, and the evolving role of public and
private players as platforms and actors of innovation.

Sergio Carrera is senior research fellow and head of the
Justice and Home Affairs section at the Centre for European
Policy Studies (CEPS) and associate professor at the Faculty of
Law of the University of Maastricht.
Gloria González Fuster is a research professor at the Vrije
Universiteit Brussel (VUB).

Andrea Renda is senior research fellow and head of the
Regulatory Affairs Programme at CEPS.
Felice Simonelli is a researcher at the Regulatory Policy Unit,
CEPS.
José Manuel Leceta is chair and cofounder of the Insight
Foresight Institute and former director of the European Institute
of Innovation and Technology (EIT).
Totti Könnölä is managing director and cofounder,
Insight Foresight Institute.
March 2016, 6 x 9, 150 pp.
paper, 9789461384850, $30.00

Elspeth Guild is senior associate research fellow at the Centre
for European Policy Studies (CEPS), Brussels. She is Jean
Monnet Professor ad personam of European immigration
law at Radboud University Nijmegen as well as Queen Mary
University of London.
Valsamis Mitsilegas is head of the Department of Law and
professor of European Criminal Law at Queen Mary University
of London.
November 2015, 8 x 11, 85 pp.
paper, 9789461384683, $28.00
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Millions Saved: New Cases of Proven
Success in Global Health
Amanda Glassman and Miriam Temin

Over the past fifteen years, people in low- and middle-income
countries have experienced a health revolution—one that has
created new opportunities and brought new challenges. It is a
revolution that keeps mothers and babies alive, helps children
grow, and enables adults to thrive.
Millions Saved: New Cases of Proven Success in Global
Health chronicles the global health revolution from the ground
up, showcasing twenty-two local, national, and regional health
programs that have been part of this global change. The
book profiles eighteen remarkable cases in which large-scale
efforts to improve health in low- and middle-income countries
succeeded, and four examples of promising interventions that
fell short of their health targets when scaled-up in real world
conditions. Each case demonstrates how much effort—and
sometimes luck—is required to fight illness and sustain
good health.
The cases are grouped into four main categories, reflecting
the diversity of strategies to improve population health in
low-and middle-income countries: rolling out medicines and
technologies; expanding access to health services; targeting
cash transfers to improve health; and promoting populationwide behavior change to decrease risk. The programs covered
also come from various regions around the world: seven from
sub-Saharan Africa, six from Latin America and the Caribbean,
five from East and Southeast Asia, and four from South Asia.
Amanda Glassman is the director of global health policy and a
senior fellow at the Center for Global Development.
Miriam Temin, a public health and social policy consultant,
has expertise in adolescent girls, HIV, sexual and reproductive
health, and social protection.

Why Forests? Why Now? The Science,
Economics, and Politics of Tropical Forests
and Climate Change
Frances Seymour and Jonah Busch

Tropical forests are an undervalued asset in meeting the
greatest global challenges of our time—averting climate change
and promoting development. Despite their importance, tropical
forests and their ecosystems are being destroyed at a high and
increasing rate in most forest-rich countries. The good news
is that science, economics, and politics are aligned to support
a major international effort over the next five years to reverse
tropical deforestation.
Why Forests? Why Now? synthesizes the latest evidence
on the importance of tropical forests in a way that is accessible
to anyone interested in climate change and development and
to readers already familiar with the problem of deforestation.
It makes the case to decision makers in rich countries that
rewarding developing countries for protecting their forests is
urgent, affordable, and achievable.
Frances Seymour is a senior fellow at the Center for Global
Development and a senior adviser to the David and Lucile
Packard Foundation. In 2014 France named her Officer of the
Order of Agricultural Merit.
Jonah Busch is a research fellow at the Center for Global
Development. He is the lead developer of the OSIRIS suite of
open-source software tools for mapping the benefits and costs
of alternative policy decisions for reducing emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+).
May 2016, 7 x 10, 250 pp.

paper, 9781933286853, $24.95
ebook, 9781933286860, $19.95

April 2016, 7.5 x 10, 300 pp.
paper, 9781933286884, $19.95
ebook, 9781933286938, $19.95
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Elite Perceptions of the United States in
Latin America and the Former Soviet Union

Changing Climate, Changing Diets:
Pathways to Lower Meat Consumption

Jacob Parakilas

Laura Wellesley, Antony Froggatt, and Catherine Happer

The policy messages the United States intends to send are
often not the messages received by other countries. The
misunderstandings that arise can have significant impacts on
bilateral relations and on the efficacy of America’s policies.
Understanding why there is such dissonance and the context in
which different countries and regions perceive the United States
is a first step to designing better policies. This report highlights
the views individuals in elite roles in public, private, nonprofit,
academic, and media sectors from twelve countries across
Latin America and the former Soviet Union have of the United
States—its national character, its foreign and domestic policies,
its cultural outputs, and its overall role in the world.

Human consumption of meat and dairy
products continues to be a major driver
of climate change but has, so far, been
largely overlooked in national and
international climate policy. Using data
obtained from a twelve-country survey and
focus groups and stakeholder meetings in
Brazil, China, the United States, and the
United Kingdom, the report explores the
extent of public awareness and understanding of the issue and
makes specific recommendations for state and non-state actors
to develop dietary change policies on national and international
levels. In doing so, it will help to shift the focus toward demandside action, which has been shown to be essential both to meet
internationally agreed-upon climate objectives and to achieve
other societal, health, and environmental objectives.

Jacob Parakilas is assistant project director for the US Project.
Before joining Chatham House, he worked for Action on Armed
Violence, a London-based non-governmental organization. His
research has largely focused on American foreign policy and
international security issues.
March 2016, 8.3 x 11.7, 36 pp.
paper, 9781784130961, $15.00

Authors:
Laura Wellesley is a research associate with the Energy,
Environment, and Resources department at Chatham House.
She works with issues relating to food security and climate
change.
Catherine Happer is a lecturer in sociology and a member
of the Glasgow University Media Group. In September 2015
she convened a new MSc in Media, Communications, and
International Journalism.
Antony Froggatt is a senior research fellow with the Energy,
Environment, and Resources department at Chatham House.
He studied energy and environmental policy at the University of
Westminster and the Science Policy Research Unit at Sussex
University, and is currently an honorary research fellow at
Exeter University.

Contributing Authors:
Rob Bailey is the research director of the Energy, Environment,
and Resources department at Chatham House. His expertise
includes food security, sustainable agriculture, biofuels, and
climate change and adaptation.
Gregory Philo is professor of Communications and Social
Change at the University of Glasgow, where he is also the
research director of the Glasgow University Media Unit.
Rachel Shairp is a coordinator with the Energy, Environment,
and Resources department at Chatham House.
March 2016, 8.3 x 11.7, 74 pp.
paper, 9781784130558, $15.00
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Heat, Light, and Power for Refugees:
Saving Lives, Reducing Costs
Glada Lahn and Owen Grafham

The Moving Energy Initiative’s flagship
report, Heat, Light, and Power for
Refugees: Saving Lives, Reducing
Costs, investigates the current state of
energy use among the forcibly displaced.
Using a purpose-built model, the study
provides the first-ever global estimates
of energy use among forcibly displaced
people, and the costs incurred for using
this energy. It outlines potential scenarios
for doing things differently, and urges change through specific
recommendations for humanitarian agencies, donors, and host
governments. Ultimately, the initiative argues that using cleaner,
more sustainable forms of energy can provide benefits for the
displaced, for host governments, and for the environment, and
can also save humanitarian agencies money in the process.
Glada Lahn is senior research fellow in the Energy,
Environment, and Resources department at Chatham House.
Her expertise includes access to energy in developing
countries, sustainable transitions in oil- and gas-exporting
economies, and transboundary water relations in the
Middle East.
Owen Grafham is a program coordinator at Chatham House.
He has managed a number of major projects, including work
examining the governance of petroleum sectors and energy
provision for forcibly displaced persons.
March 2016, 8.3 x 11.7, 68 pp.
paper, 9781784130954, $15.00

Cyber Security at Civil Nuclear Facilities:
Understanding the Risks
Caroline Baylon with Roger Brunt, and David Livingstone

This report finds that the trend to
digitization, when combined with a
lack of executive-level awareness of
the risks involved, means that nuclear
plant personnel may not realize the full
extent of their cyber vulnerability and are
thus inadequately prepared to deal with
potential attacks. Specific findings include
the following:

• The conventional belief that all nuclear facilities are “air
gapped” (isolated from the public Internet) is a myth. The
commercial benefits of Internet connectivity means that a
number of nuclear facilities now have VPN connections
installed, which facility operators are sometimes unaware of.
• A lack of training, combined with communication
breakdowns between engineers and security personnel,
means that nuclear plant personnel often lack an
understanding of key cyber security procedures.
• Reactive rather than proactive approaches to cyber security
contribute to the possibility that a nuclear facility might
not know of a cyber attack until it is already substantially
underway.
In the light of these risks, the report outlines a blend of policy
and technical measures that will be required to counter the
threats and meet the challenges.
Caroline Baylon is a former research associate in science,
technology, and cyber security at Chatham House, where
her work has covered topics including critical infrastructure
protection, privacy, the digital divide, and Internet governance.
Roger Brunt was appointed the U.K. government’s regulator
for security in the civil nuclear industry as the director of the
Office for Civil Nuclear Security, after retiring from the British
Army in 2004. He oversaw the introduction of a number of
significant security improvements at civil nuclear sites, including
the wider deployment of an armed response capability,
improved vetting and information security procedures, and
measures to test the civil nuclear security regime.
David Livingstone is an associate fellow at Chatham
House, where he has participated in a broad range of
projects on national-level risk management, cyber security,
counterterrorism, serious organized crime, nuclear security, and
space security. He has given evidence to the U.K. parliament,
has provided expert witness services to the Central Criminal
Court, and is a regular media commentator.
October 2015, 8.3 x 11.7, 56 pp.
paper, 9781784130794, $15.00
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Essays in Positive Investment
Management

University Priorities and
Constraints

2nd Edition

Luc E. Weber and James D. Duderstadt, editors

Pascal Blanqué
“ I strongly recommend Pascal Blanqué’s book.”
—John Plender, Financial Times

After the warm reception of Essays in Positive Investment
Management, the author has published a second, expanded
edition. It contains, in particular, discussion of the notion of
liquidity as the missing element in modern portfolio theory,
together with changes in macro-financial regime as key factors
for investment strategies. Savings glut, QE glut, and secular
stagnation are lasting features that bring fresh challenges.
Few people have better insight into investment management
than Pascal Blanqué. In this important and timely book,
Blanqué makes a powerful claim for positive investment to
avoid fanciful illusions. Blanqué argues that the investment
world contains many fairytale elements, and shows that
confrontation with reality leaves its mark on the theoretical
sacred cows of established beliefs and truths.
These essays include an objective assessment of the
discipline’s sacred cows; the effective dynamic of the
financial markets concerning value, liquidity, and momentum;
anticipation of the return on financial assets; and the reality of
long-term investment. Blanqué demonstrates the importance of
better understanding the psychological referential of the subject
and of those individuals who interact within this universe of
anticipation and imagination. Blanqué describes the role of
time, duration, memory, and forgetfulness.

Two dozen leaders of the world’s most distinguished
universities gathered in Glion-above-Montreux, Switzerland, to
compare how their institutions best determined their priorities
and plans despite the many many challenges and constraints
they face. Increasing globalization of higher education
was apparent in many common issues, such as financial
constraints, competition for outstanding faculty and students,
rapidly evolving technologies, and the economic and workforce
needs of their regions. Yet the unique characteristics of these
universities and the environments they serve led to quite
different strategies for balancing responsibilities, challenges,
and constraints. This volume contains both the papers
presented by the participants in the Xth Glion Colloquium as
well as summaries of their discussions. It provides a fascinating
perspective on the strategic planning of leading universities
from around the world.
Luc E. Weber is rector emeritus at the University of Geneva.
James J. Duderstadt is president emeritus of the University
of Michigan.
January 2016, 155 x 240, 360 pp.
paper, 9782717868579, $37.00

Pascal Blanqué is deputy CEO, chief investment officer, and
head of institutional business for a major international asset
management company. He formerly served as chief economist
and head of research of a large international banking group. His
work focuses on monetary issues, the functioning of financial
markets and the philosophical foundations of economics. His
books include Money, Memory, and Asset Prices, The Social
Economy of Freedom, and Philosophy in Economics. He
was awarded the European CIO of the Year 2013 by Funds
Magazine. Born in 1964, Pascal Blanqué graduated from
France’s Ecole Normale Supérieure and Paris Institut d’Études
Politiques before earning a Ph.D in finance from the University
of Paris Dauphine.
April 2016, 155 x 240, 400 pp.
cloth, 9782717868436, $89.00
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World Employment and
Social Outlook 2016
International Labor Office

The World Employment and Social Outlook is the ILO’s
flagship report on world of work issues. Exploring the interconnected nature of macroeconomic policies on the one hand
and employment and social outcomes on the other, it analyses
which policy combinations are most effective in delivering
high employment and balanced incomes. The publication also
provides readers with the most up-to-date global and regional
labor market and social indicators.
May 2016, 8.25 x 11.75, 175 pp.
paper, 9789221303879, $40.00

Key Indicators of the Labour
Market (KILM)
International Labor Office

The KILM is a multifunctional research tool designed to make
labor market information and analysis easily accessible.
Harvesting information from international data repositories
as well as regional and national statistical sources, the KILM
offers data for over 200 countries. This book offers a summary
of findings and descriptions of the indicators. The seventeen
chapters provide detailed information related to thirty-six data
tables available free online, including indicators on employment
(occupation, status, sector, hours, etc.), labor underutilization
and the characteristics of job seekers’ education, wages, labor
productivity, and working poverty. Through its Excel add-in and
interactive software, the KILM makes searching for relevant
labor market information and analysis quick and simple.
February 2016, 8.25 x 11.75, 126 pp.
paper, 9789221301219, $30.00

What Works: Active Labour
Market Policies in Latin America
and the Caribbean
International Labor Office

Latin America and the Caribbean have achieved significant
economic, labor market, and social progress in recent decades.
However, progress has begun to slow on a number of fronts
that will challenge the ability of policymakers to sustain these
gains. In this context, active labor market policies (ALMPs)
can play a central role by improving workers’ employability,
contributing—directly or indirectly—to productive employment

creation. A number of Latin American countries have embraced
this policy shift and, as a result, there has been a marked
increase in public expenditures on ALMPs in the past two
decades.
This new report, part of the Studies on Growth with Equity
series, examines the effectiveness of ALMPs implemented in
Latin America. After reviewing the main labor market and social
trends in the region, the report presents a new comprehensive
compendium of ALMPs implemented in selected Latin American
countries during the last twenty years. It also discusses the
results of a systematic review of existing evidence on ALMPs
in the region and provides new findings on what works in
this area, notably an assessment of policies carried out in
Argentina, Colombia, and Peru.
February 2016, 6.25 x 9.5, 175 pp.
paper, 9789221303794, $30.00

Assessment of Labour Provisions
in Trade and Investment
Arrangements
International Labor Office

Nearly half of trade agreements concluded in the past five years
included either a labor chapter or labor provision that makes
reference to international labor standards and ILO instruments.
The evidence so far suggests that labor provisions have been
an important tool for raising awareness and improving laws
and legislations with respect to workers’ rights, increasing
stakeholder involvement in negotiation and implementation
phases, and developing domestic institutions to better
monitor and enforce labor standards. But challenges remain,
particularly with respect to sustainability of impacts, coherence,
and cooperative efforts. This new report, part of the Studies on
Growth with Equity series, gives a full examination of the scope
and effectiveness of these labor provisions.
July 2016, 6.25 x 9.5, 175 pp.
paper, 9789221303756, $30.00

Non-Standard Forms of
Employment Around the World:
Trends and Implications
International Labor Office

Non-standard forms of employment—including temporary
work, part-time work, temporary agency work and other
multi-party employment arrangements, disguised employment
relationships, and dependent self-employment—have become
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a contemporary feature of labor markets the world over. This
report documents the incidence and trends of non-standard
forms of employment across different countries of the world
and explores the reasons behind this phenomenon, including
increased firm competition, shifting organizational practices
of firms, and changes and gaps in the regulation of work. It
assesses the implications for workers’ pay, income security,
and other conditions of work, as well as the effects on firms,
labor markets, and society in general. The report reviews
international, regional, and national regulation of non-standard
forms of employment, identifying differences across countries
as well as promising legislative responses for ensuring
decent work. It also analyses other policy responses such as
strengthening workers’ associations and collective bargaining,
redesigning social protection systems, and further policies for
addressing labor market governance. The ultimate objective
is to provide guidance on practices that can help ensure
protection of workers, sustainable enterprises, and wellfunctioning labor markets.
July 2016, 8.25 x 11.75, 250 pp.
paper, 9789221303855, $40.00

Europe’s Middle Class
Under Threat
Daniel Vaughan-Whitehead, editor
While recent studies have highlighted the phenomenon and
risks of increased inequalities between the top and the bottom,
little research has been carried out on trends relating to the
middle income range that generally represents the middle class.
This volume examines these questions: What are the main
transformations in the world of work over the last twenty years
in terms of labor market, social dialogue, conditions of work,
wages, and incomes that may have affected the middle class?
How has the middle class been affected by the financial and
economic crisis? What are the long-term trends for the middle
class in Europe?
This volume also investigates the risks and effects of the
reshuffling or weakening of the middle class. On the social
side, what are the ramifications of a further weakening of the
European Social Model, to a great extent funded so far by
the middle class? On the economic side, is this process—
especially from the angles of consumption and human
capital—endangering the long-term sustainability of the current
economic model? While presenting evidence of a definite
erosion of the middle class, this book assesses the specific
situation in each EU Member State on the basis of detailed
statistics and case studies of professional categories that
traditionally represent the middle class.

This book issues a warning about the latest trends and
future of the middle class in Europe and presents policy
considerations and options useful to policy-makers for ensuring
the future of the middle class in Europe.
Daniel Vaughan-Whitehead is a senior economist in the
Inclusive Labour Markets, Labour Relations, and Working
Conditions Branch of the International Labour Office, Geneva,
Switzerland, and professor at Sciences Po, Paris, France.
July 2016, 6 x 9, 600 pp.
paper, 9789221303817, $45.00

Industrial Relations in
Emerging Economies
Susan Hayter, Chang-Hee Lee, editors
Much of the literature on comparative industrial relations has
focused on industrialized countries. This edited volume focuses
on a group of emerging and transition countries, examining the
development of industrial relations institutions in Brazil, China,
India, South Africa, and Turkey. These emerging economies
face similar challenges, including the increasing fragmentation
of labor by contractual status, informality, and widening income
disparities. There have been significant attempts by the state
and social actors to build or revitalize industrial relations
institutions and foster tripartite policy dialogue to respond to
these labor market challenges. Most have also introduced
changes to labor market policies and regulations. While there
is considerable diversity between countries in respect to the
evolution of labor relations institutions, there are also interesting
commonalities. The volume also examines a related issue with
important implications for inclusive development: the role these
labor relations institutions have played in shaping economic
and social policies in the respective countries.
Susan Hayter is senior Industrial Relations and Collective
Bargaining Specialist in the Inclusive Labour Markets, Labour
Relations, and Working Conditions Branch of the International
Labour Office, Geneva, Switzerland.
Chang-Hee Lee is an ILO senior specialist on Industrial
Relations, currently serving as director of the ILO Country
Office for Viet Nam.
July 2016, 6 x 9, 225 pp.
paper, 9789221303831, $40.00
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Provincialising Nature:
Multidisciplinary Approaches to
the Politics of the Environment in
Latin America

Los Nuevos Desplazados: Crimen
y Desplazamiento en América
Latina/The New Refugees

Michela Coletta and Malayna Raftopoulos, editors

David James Cantor and Nicolás Rodríguez Serna, editors

This timely analysis of some of the crucial
challenges, contradictions, and promises
within current environmental discourses and
practices in Latin America demonstrates
the challenging scenarios and original
perspectives that have emerged in relation
to the globally urgent issues of climate
change and the environmental crisis. Two
interconnected analytical frameworks guide the discussions:
the relationships between nature, knowledge and identity,
and their role in understanding recent and current practices
of climate change and environmental policy. Its chapters
offer multidisciplinary perspectives on particular aspects
through a multidirectional outlook that links the local, national,
regional, and transnational levels of inquiry across a diverse
geographical spectrum. Questions concerned with the politics
of the environment in Latin America are raised from a specific
geographic, thematic, and methodological viewpoint, while
also creating interconnections potentially relevant well beyond
regional context. Ultimately, this volume explores the possibility
of reconceptualizing socio-natures beyond existing political and
economic paradigms.
Malayna Raftopoulos holds a Ph.D. in Latin American Studies
from the University of Liverpool. Currently an associate fellow at
the Institute of Latin American Studies, and the Human Rights
Consortium, University of London, her research interests focus on
environmental conflicts and discourses, climate change mitigation
strategies (in particular REDD+), and indigenous land rights.
Forthcoming publications include a coedited book on natural
resource development and human rights in Latin America.
Michela Coletta holds a Ph.D. in Latin American History from
University College London. She is currently a teaching fellow in
Hispanic Studies, research events coordinator at the University
of Warwick, and associate fellow at the Institute of Latin
American Studies, University of London. Michela specializes
in Latin American intellectual and cultural history with a focus
on the Southern Cone. A monograph, Decadent Modernity:
Civilisation and “Latinidad” in Spanish America, 1880-1920 is
forthcoming from Liverpool University Press.
April 2016, 6 x 9, 134 pp.
paper, 9781908857200, $40.00

Available in English and Spanish.
In recent years Latin America has seen
an unprecedented rise in the number of
people forced to flee their homes due to the
activities of organized criminal groups. What
are the reasons behind this emerging crisis
of forced displacement in the Americas?
Who are these criminal groups and how do
they operate in Central America, Mexico, and
Colombia? Who are the victims and how can their needs be
met in these violent and insecure contexts? Can law and policy
offer a humanitarian response to this crisis? As the first book
to deal with this rapidly evolving phenomenon, this innovative
collection’s ten chapters offer fresh perspectives from leading
experts working across Latin America.
David James Cantor is the Refugee Law Initiative and a
reader in Human Rights Law at the School of Advanced Study,
University of London. As an ESRC Future Research Leader,
David has undertaken extensive fieldwork on refugees and
displaced persons in Colombia, which has influenced law and
policy, as well as in other countries in the Andean region, Central
America, Southern Cone—and Mexico. He has trained and
advised governments across the globe, contributed to UNHCR
and Nansen Initiative expert meetings, and runs a new distancelearning MA in Refugee Protection and Forced Migration Studies.
Nicolás Rodríguez Serna is a Colombian qualified lawyer and
researcher at the Refugee Law Initiative, School of Advanced Study,
University of London. He pursued an LL.B. in Law at Universidad
de Los Andes, Colombia, and an LL.M. in Public International Law
at Queen Mary, University of London. His experience includes
acting as a consultant for UNHCR and its Implementing Partners in
Colombia and Mexico on international protection issues and refugee
status determination and with the Nansen Initiative. His research
includes the international protection of displaced individuals under
universal and inter-American law, disaster displacement in South
America, and international human law.
SPANISH EDITION
January 2016, 6 x 9, 196 pp.
paper, 9781908857163, $40.00
ENGLISH EDITION
March 2016, 6 x 9, 196 pp.
paper, 9781908857187, $40.00
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All at Sea: The Policy Challenges of Rescue,
Interception, and Long-Term Response to
Maritime Migration
Kathleen Newland with Elizabeth Collett, Kate Hooper,
and Sarah Flamm
With migrant maritime arrivals the subject of major policy and public focus in the
Mediterranean, the Bay of Bengal, and elsewhere, this Migration Policy Institute
volume reviews the policy responses to irregular maritime arrivals at regional,
national, and international levels. While policy discussions once typically focused
on rescue at sea, those today are more likely to be framed in terms of interception
designed to address concerns of border protection, national security, and
organized crime. The current, central dilemma is how to reconcile these concerns
with international legal obligations and regional or global burden-sharing. This
volume examines the state of the policy discussion on these and other salient
issues surrounding irregular maritime migration, including case studies of recent
developments in the major global hotspots: the Mediterranean, the Gulf of Aden,
Australia, and the Caribbean.
Kathleen Newland is a cofounder of the Migration Policy Institute, where she
leads its Migrants, Migration, and Development Program and its humanitarian
protection work. She sits on the Board of Overseers of the International Rescue
Committee and the boards of directors of USA for UNHCR, the Stimson Center,
Kids in Need of Defense (KIND), and the Foundation for The Hague Process on
Migrants and Refugees.
Elizabeth Collett is director of the Brussels-based Migration Policy Institute
Europe and is senior advisor to MPI’s Transatlantic Council on Migration. Her work
focuses in particular on European migration and immigrant integration policy.
Kate Hooper is a research assistant with the Migration Policy Institute’s
International Program, where her research areas include labor migration, diaspora
engagement, and immigrant integration.
Sarah Flamm is a former research assistant with the Migration Policy Institute,
where she worked on the International Program and the Labor Markets Initiative.
April 2016, 6 x 9, 120 pp.
paper, 9780983159162, $24.99
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PLA System of Systems
Operations: Enabling Joint
Operations
Kevin McCauley
The People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
is undergoing a broad and deep
transformation based on their analysis
of the information technology-driven
revolution in military affairs. As
important as all the elements of military
reform are, the most important aspect
is developing a system of systems
operational capability—the integration
of C4ISR and forces to significantly multiply war-fighting
capabilities. System of systems capability is the key enabler
representing the necessary foundation for the advanced
integrated joint operations capability the PLA is researching and
experimenting with in exercises.
These two developments are driving modernization
requirements for advanced weapons and equipment as well
as many other aspects of the PLA’s transformation effort,
including professional military education, joint training, military
art (strategy, operational art, and tactics), command and
coordination procedures, intelligence fusion, and joint logistics.
Successful implementation of system of systems and integrated
joint operations will transform the PLA into a modern military
force, with greater agility, situational awareness, and lethality,
greatly increasing combat capabilities. The current military
reform effort addresses key modernization areas and plans
to establish theater joint commands. A theater joint command
structure will assist in accelerating overall military reforms—and
movement toward an integrated joint capability in particular—as
well as breaking parochial interests and institutional barriers
that have slowed the pace of modernization in the past.
Kevin McCauley has spent the majority of his thirty-plus-year
career in the federal government with the U.S. Army National
Ground Intelligence Center (NGIC) as a senior intelligence
officer for the Soviet Union, Russia, China, and Taiwan. His
work has included numerous assessments supporting national
decision makers, combatant commands, and force and combat
developers. He represented the U.S. Army on numerous
Intelligence Community advisory boards and working groups
supporting the National Intelligence Council (NIC), and U.S.
Pacific Command (PACOM).

Eurasian Disunion:
Russia’s Vulnerable Flanks
Janusz Bugajski and Margarita Assenova
Eurasian Disunion: Russia’s Vulnerable Flanks examines the
impact of Moscow’s neo-imperial project on the security of
several regions bordering the Russian Federation, analyses
the geopolitical aspects of Kremlin ambitions, and makes
recommendations for the future role of NATO, the EU, and the
United States in the Wider Europe.
Russia’s attack on Ukraine and the dismemberment of
its territory is not an isolated operation. It constitutes one
component of a broader strategic agenda to rebuild a Moscowcentered bloc designed to compete with the West. The
acceleration of President Vladimir Putin’s neo-imperial project
has challenged the security of several regions that border the
Russian Federation and focused attention on the geopolitical
aspects of Kremlin ambitions.
This book is intended to generate a more informed policy
debate on the dangers stemming from the restoration of a
Russian-centered “pole of power” or “sphere of influence” in
Eurasia. It focuses on five vulnerable flanks bordering the
Russian Federation—the Baltic and Nordic zones, East Central
Europe, Southeast Europe, South Caucasus, and Central Asia.
It examines several pivotal questions, including the strategic
objectives of Moscow’s expansionist ambitions; Kremlin tactics
and capabilities; the impact of Russia’s assertiveness on the
national security of neighbors; the responses of vulnerable
states to Russia’s geopolitical ambitions; the impact of
prolonged regional turmoil on the stability of the Russian
Federation and the survival of the Putinist regime; and the
repercussions of heightened regional tensions for U.S., NATO,
and EU policy toward Russia and toward unstable regions
bordering the Russian Federation.
Janusz Bugajski is a senior fellow at the Center for European
Policy Analysis (CEPA) in Washington, DC, and host of
television shows broadcast in the Balkans.
Margarita Assenova is director of programs for the Balkans,
the Caucasus, and Central Asia at the Jamestown Foundation.
February 2016, 6 x 9, 300 pp.
paper, 9780985504557, $24.95

January 2016, 8 x 10, 60 pp.
paper, 9780985504564, $20.00
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Six Years at Sea . . . and Counting:
Gulf of Aden Anti-Piracy and
China’s Maritime Commons
Presence
Andrew S. Erickson and Austin Strange, editors
This review tracks China’s involvement in
anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden
over the last six years and considers
wider implications for China’s growing
role in the world.
Andrew S. Erickson is an associate
professor in the Strategic Research
Department at the U.S. Naval War
College and a founding member of the
department’s China Maritime Studies Institute (CMSI).
Austin Strange is a researcher at the China Maritime Studies
Institute (CMSI) of the U.S. Naval War College and a research
associate at AidData.
January 2015, 6 x 9, 50 pp.
paper, 9780985504502, $24.95

China’s Evolving Military
Strategy
Joe McReynolds, editor
Roughly once every generation, a
powerful, highly influential organization
within the Chinese People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) releases a new edition of
the Science of Military Strategy (SMS),
a comprehensive and authoritative
study that details the strategic
approach that the Chinese military will
take in the coming years in response
to the threats and challenges facing
China. The recent release of a new edition of SMS signals the
potential for dramatic shifts in the PLA’s approach to a number
of strategic questions, but the book remains underutilized
by many Western China analysts due to the lack of both an
English translation and expert analysis to place these changes
into context.
China’s Evolving Military Strategy aims to bring knowledge
of these important developments to a mass audience of
China watchers, policymakers, and the broader foreign
policy community by providing a sector-by-sector analysis of
changes in the PLA’s thinking and approach from the previous
edition of SMS to the present. Each chapter addresses the
implications for a different portion of the Chinese military,
ranging from the air, sea, and space domains to cyberspace
and electromagnetic warfare, and each is written by one of the
world’s foremost experts on that subsection of China’s military
development. China’s Evolving Military Strategy will serve as
the cornerstone reference for a generation to come on one
of China’s most important declarations of its military-strategic
goals and intentions.
Joe McReynolds is a research analyst at the Center for
Intelligence Research and Analysis with expertise in Sino–
American national security issues, including China’s defense
science and technology development, cybersecurity, network
warfare, and IT sector civil–military integration. His scholarly
work focuses primarily on China’s computer network attack
capabilities, doctrine, and strategy. McReynolds has been
invited to brief members of the United States, Taiwanese, and
Japanese governments on his research, and his research
findings have been reported in publications such as the New
York Times and China Daily.
April 2016, 6 x 9, 200 pp.
paper, 9780985504533, $24.95
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Al-Qaeda and Its Heirs:
Select Conference Papers from
the Eighth Annual Terrorism
Conference
Kathryn Basinsky and James Brandon, editors
On December 9, 2014, the Jamestown
Foundation organized the Eighth
Annual Terrorism Conference. This
report contains eight papers from
presenters at the conference. Michael
W. S. Ryan leads with “The Islamic
State: What Victory Means.” Nicholas
A. Heras then discusses “Swimming in
a Turbulent Sea? Non-State Threats
to the Islamic State.” Murad Batal
al-Shishani explains “The Political Economy of Islamic State
and Its Financial Resources.” “Islamic State’s Threat to the
Kurds in Syria and Northern Iraq” is addressed by Wladimir van
Wilgenburg. Ahmed S. Hashim covers “The Islamic State: From
al-Qaeda Affiliate to Caliphate.” Adel El-Adawy writes on “The
Need for an Effective and Comprehensive Counter-Terrorism
Strategy in Combatting Regional Jihadism: The View from
Cairo.” This is followed with Dario Cristiani’s analysis of “Libya’s
Descent into Chaos: Warring Clans and Its Impact on Regional
Stability.” Jacob Zenn concludes with “Boko Haram, Islamic
State and the Archipelago Strategy.”
May 2015, 8.5 x 11, 56 pp.
paper, 9780985504540, $24.95

Azerbaijan and the New Energy
Geopolitics of Southeastern
Europe
Margarita Assenova and Zaur Shiriyev, editors
Azerbaijan and the New Energy
Geopolitics of Southeastern Europe
comes at a critical time when concerns
about energy security are growing in the
midst of military, economic, and energy
conflicts in East and Southeast Europe.
As the construction of the Southern Gas
Corridor from Azerbaijan to Europe is
advancing, natural gas from the Caspian
region will challenge the gas monopoly

of any single supplier in Southeast Europe, thus changing the
geopolitical landscape in the region.
An edited volume with eleven chapters, this study enhances
our understanding of Southeast Europe’s energy security and
the potential impact of the Southern Gas Corridor. The book
focuses attention on Azerbaijan’s aspiring role as an energy
supplier and contributor to energy security in Southeast
Europe, its evolving relations with countries in the region, and,
consequently, Baku’s expanding relations with the European
Union and the United States.
Margarita Assenova, The Jamestown Foundation
Zaur Shiriyev, Chatham House and Caspian Energy Center at
ADA University, Azerbaijan
June 2015, 6 x 9, 350 pp.
paper, 9780985504526, $24.95

China’s Strategy for the
“Network Domain”: Select
Conference Proceedings from the
Fourth Annual China Defense
and Security Conference
David Cohen, editor
This volume analyzes the Chinese
government’s cyber warfare strategy
and how the Chinese government
views network warfare. The Chinese
government has a fundamentally
different view of the “network domain”
than the United States, with an
important Chinese perception of
vulnerability to a U.S.-dominated
global Internet. The Chinese military
has worked to enhance its own network deterrence capabilities,
but also remains focused on mitigating U.S. “network
hegemony.” The Chinese government has also moved to utilize
the cyber domain for intelligence collection and is unlikely to
stop these efforts. Taiwan is a specific focus of China’s cyber
efforts, including mounting thousands of attacks per day and
probing critical infrastructure for vulnerabilities.
April 2015, 8.5 x 11, 35 pp.
paper, 9780985504519, $24.95
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THE TRILATERAL COMMISSION

Energy Security and Climate
Change in the Trilateral Context
John Deutch, Edmond Alphandéry, Michael Levi,
and Nobuo Tanaka
This report revisits a topic explored in a
2007 Commission report that included
a series of widely accepted energy
predictions, many of which have proven
significantly mistaken by 2015. The report
assesses the complex and changing
relationship between energy supply, the
global economy, and geopolitics in a
world in which North America has seen a
revolutionary change in its production of
both oil and natural gas, where it is now a net exporter. It is also
a world where Europe continues to strive to diversify supply
and maximize flexibility in the face of a security challenge in
Ukraine. It is a world where the Asia Pacific region aims to
diversify supply, increase conservation, and reassess nuclear
power in the wake of Fukushima. Across this backdrop, efforts
to reduce the negative impact of fossil fuel use on climate are
examined and progress graded.
John Deutch has been a member of the MIT faculty since 1970
and has served as Chair of the Department of Chemistry, Dean
of Science, and Provost. He has published over 140 technical
publications in physical chemistry, as well as numerous
publications on technology, international security, and public
policy issues.
Edmond Alphandéry is the Senior European Advisor of
Nomura Securities. He is also Chair of the Euro50 Group and
Chair of the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS)
in Brussels.
Michael Levi is the David M. Rubenstein Senior Fellow
for Energy and the Environment at the Council on Foreign
Relations and Director of CFR’s Maurice R. Greenberg Center
for Geoeconomic Studies. He is an expert on domestic and
international energy markets and policy, climate change, and
nuclear security.
Nobuo Tanaka is President of the Sasakawa Peace
Foundation. He has extensive national government and
international experience in the fields of energy, trade, and
innovation, including Executive Director of the International
Energy Agency (IEA) from 2007–11.
February 2016, 6 x 9, 80 pp.
paper, 9780930503963, $15.00

Global Health Challenges
Julio Frenk, Louise O. Fresco, Phua Kai Hong, and
Pablo Kuri-Morales
This report marks the first of what is
expected to be a series of assessments
of various global health problems,
and this first effort begins with the
conceptualization of health as a global
issue. It explores the relationship
between health and economic growth,
trade, innovation, global security and
global governance. It focuses in particular
on infectious diseases as a significant
global health challenge, and looks to the origin, causes, and
effectiveness of various interventions employed for different
epidemics. In evaluating the global response to pandemics,
it looks at each in terms of the viability and effectiveness of
regional and cross-border collaboration to deploy health care
systems, surveillance, lab testing, communication, and human
resources and equipment.
Julio Frenk is a Mexican physician and former Secretary of
Health of Mexico. Dr. Frenk is currently the president of the
University of Miami. Dr. Frenk served as Dean of the Faculty
and T & G Angelopoulos Professor of Public Health and
International Development at the Harvard School of Public
Health from 2009–15.
Louise O. Fresco is president of the Executive Board of
Wageningen University & Research Centre. She was University
Professor at the University of Amsterdam in the field of the
foundations of sustainable development from June 2006 until
July 2014 and also served as Assistant Director-General of the
UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization.
Phua Kai Hong is a tenured professor at the Lee Kuan Yew
School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore, where
he lectures in global health and social policy. Dr. Phua was the
co-lead author and corresponding author of the overview article
in the Lancet series on Health in Southeast Asia (2011).
Pablo Kuri-Morales serves as Undersecretary of Prevention
and Health Promotion at the Ministry of Health for the Federal
Government of Mexico. He served as Director General of the
National Center for Epidemiological Surveillance and Disease
Control as well as the Epidemiology Department at the Federal
Health Ministry. Since 1986 has been teaching at the University
of Mexico’s Medical School.
February 2016, 6 x 9, 130 pp.
paper, 9780930503970, $15.00
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National Accounts at a
Glance 2015
National accounts data is more than just GDP. National
Accounts at a Glance, published annually, and its related
database, presents national accounts in a way that reflects the
richness inherent in the data and the value that data represents
for analysts and policymakers. It responds to the Stiglitz
Commission’s recommendation that policymakers look beyond
GDP to get a fuller picture of the entire economy.
In particular it uses national accounts data to show important
findings about households and governments, including an
important new series on gross adjusted household income and
non-financial fixed assets of households. It presents each of the
series on a two-page spread, with the page on the left providing
information on the meaning, use, and comparability of the data
and the page on the right presenting data from 1995 onward for
OECD countries, as well as graphics highlighting differences
among countries.
February 2016, 8 x 10, 98 pp.
paper, 9789264246799, $29.00
pdf, 9789264246782, $29.00

Fit Mind, Fit Job: From Evidence
to Practice in Mental Health
and Work
The costs of mental ill-health for individuals, employers, and
society at large are enormous. Mental illness is responsible
for a significant loss of potential labor supply, high rates of
unemployment, a high incidence of sickness absence, and
reduced productivity at work. Following an introductory report
(Sick on the Job: Myths and Realities about Mental Health
and Work) and nine country reports, this final synthesis report
summarizes the findings from the participating countries and
makes the case for a stronger policy response.
March 2016, 8 x 10, 176 pp.
paper, 9789264220911, $70.00
pdf, 9789264228283, $70.00

The Economic Consequence of
Climate Change
This report provides a new, detailed, quantitative assessment
of the consequences of climate change on economic growth
through 2060 and beyond. It focuses on how climate change
affects different drivers of growth, including labor productivity

and capital supply, in different sectors across the world. The
sectoral and regional analysis shows that while the impacts of
climate change spread across all sectors and all regions, the
largest negative consequences are projected to be found in the
health and agricultural sectors, with damages especially strong
in Africa and Asia.
March 2016, 8 x 10, 110 pp.
paper, 9789264235403, $36.00
pdf, 9789264235410, $36.00

Education at a Glance 2015:
OECD Indicators
Education at a Glance 2015: OECD Indicators is the
authoritative source for accurate and relevant information on
the state of education around the world. It provides data on the
structure, finances, and performance of education systems in
the OECD’s thirty-four member countries as well as a number of
partner countries. Featuring more than 150 charts, 300 tables,
and over 100,000 figures, Education at a Glance provides key
information on the output of educational institutions; the impact
of learning across countries; the financial and human resources
invested in education; access, participation, and progression in
education; and the learning environment and organization
of schools.
January 2016, 8 x 10, 550 pp.
paper, 9789264242081, $36.00
pdf, 9789264242098, $36.00

Pensions at a Glance 2015:
OECD and G20 indicators
The ten-year anniversary edition of Pensions at a Glance
highlights the pension reforms undertaken by OECD and
G20 countries over the last two years. Two special chapters
provide deeper analysis of first-tier pension schemes and of
the impact of short or interrupted careers due to late entry
into employment, childcare, or unemployment, on pension
entitlements. Another chapter analyzes the sensitivity of longterm pension replacement rates on various parameters. A range
of indicators for comparing pension policies and their outcomes
between OECD and G20 countries is also provided.
March 2016, 8 x 10, 220 pp.
paper, 9789264240636, $54.00
pdf, 9789264244443, $54.00
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The WTO at Twenty:
Challenges and Achievements
This research explores how
multilateralism in trade has worked
over the past twenty years—and
provides some lessons about how it
can work in the future.
It describes the WTO’s
achievements across a number of key
areas, including: strengthening the
institutional foundations of the trade
system; widening its membership and
increasing participation; deepening
trade integration through lower
barriers and stronger rules; improving
transparency and policy dialogue; strengthening dispute settlement;
expanding cooperation with other international organizations; and
enhancing public outreach.
It concludes that the WTO has achieved much over its first
twenty years but the success of the WTO has inevitably given rise
to new challenges.
October 2015, 9 x 11, 88 pp.
paper, 9789287040633, $40.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Barbados
July 2015, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040282, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Brunei
Darussalam
July 2015, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040299, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Japan
August 2015, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040305, $70.00

WTO—Annual Report 2016

Trade Policy Review 2015: Pakistan

The Annual Report 2016 provides an
overview of WTO activities in 2015 and
early 2016. The Report begins with a
message from WTO Director-General
Roberto Azevêdo, followed by a brief
overview of 2015-16 and more in-depth
accounts of WTO activities over the
past year.
May 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040671, $50.00

September 2015, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040312, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Australia
November 2015, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040329, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: India		
January 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040336, $70.00

Trade Policy Reviews 2015

Trade Policy Review 2015: Canada

Trade Policy Reviews analyze the trade policies and practices
of every member of the World Trade Organization. As well as
analyzing by sector and by trade measure, the reports also look
into the country’s wider economic environment. The reviews consist
of three main parts: an independent report by the WTO secretariat,
a report by the government, and the concluding remarks by the
chair of the WTO’s Trade Policy Review Body following discussion
of the review by the WTO membership.
A key trade facts section at the front of the review provides a
handy visual overview of the country’s major exports/imports, its
main export destinations, the main countries of origin for its imports
and other key economic data.

January 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040343, $70.00

Examen des Politiques
Commerciales 2015: Canada
March 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040350, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Chile		
April 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040367, $70.00
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Examen de las Políticas
Commerciales 2015: Chile		
February 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040374, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: New Zealand
February 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040381, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: European Union
February 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040398, $70.00

Examen des Politiques Commerciales 2015:
Union Européenne
April 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040404, $70.00

Examen de las Políticas Commerciales 2015:
Unión European
April 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040411, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Madagascar
April 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040428, $70.00

Examen des Politiques Commerciales 2015:
Madagascar
February 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040435, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Dominican
Republic

Trade Policy Review 2015: Angola
May 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040473, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Cabo Verde
June 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040480, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Moldova
June 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040497, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Southern African
Customs Union (SACU) Botswana, Lesotho,
Namibia, South Africa, and Swaziland
July 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040503, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Jordan
July 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040510, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Thailand
July 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040527, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Haiti		
October 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040534, $70.00

Examen des Politiques
Commerciales 2015: Haiti		
August 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040541, $70.00

May 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040442, $70.00

Examen de las Políticas Commerciales 2015:
República Dominicana
March 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040459, $70.00

Trade Policy Review 2015: Guyana
May 2016, 9 x 11, 170 pp.
paper, 9789287040466, $70.00
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The WTO Agreements Series:
Agriculture, 2nd Edition
The WTO’s agreements are the legal
foundation for the international trading
system that is used by the bulk of the
world’s trading nations. This series
offers a set of handy reference booklets
on selected agreements. Each volume
contains the text of one agreement,
an explanation designed to help the
user understand the text, and, in some
cases, supplementary material. They
are intended to be an authoritative aid
for understanding the agreements,
but because of the legal complexity
of the agreements, the introductions cannot be taken as legal
interpretations of the agreements.
This new edition provides an introduction to the WTO’s
Agreement on Agriculture, outlining its key principles, the work
of the Agriculture Committee, and how disputes have interpreted
WTO law on agriculture. The publication includes the full text of the
Agriculture Agreement as well as the decisions taken on agriculture
at the 2013 Bali Ministerial Conference.
October 2015, 5 x 8, 60 pp.
paper, 9789287040220, $30.00

Status of WTO Legal
Instruments—2015 Edition
This volume is concerned with
the legal instruments drawn up by
WTO members in relation to the
Marrakesh Agreement Establishing
the World Trade Organization (the
WTO Agreement) and the plurilateral
trade agreements annexed to that
Agreement. The director-general of the
WTO, in his capacity as depositary,
informs the members of the signatures
affixed; of the receipt of instruments of
ratification, acceptance, accession, and
withdrawal; of the entry into force of
such instruments; and of the various notifications, communications,
declarations, and reservations received by him. The present
volume represents a consolidated compilation of these data for
each instrument.

The Making of the TRIPS
Agreement: Personal Insights
from the Uruguay Round
Negotiations
Jayashree Watal and Antony Taubman, editors
The Making of TRIPS presents for the
first time the diverse personal accounts
of the negotiators of this unique trade
agreement. These rich contributions
illustrate how different policy perspectives
and trade interests were accommodated
in the final text, and map the shifting
alliances that transcended conventional
boundaries between developed and
developing countries, with a close
look at issues such as copyright for
software, patents on medicines, and
the appropriate scope of protection of
geographical indications. Contributors share their views on how
intellectual property fitted into the overall Uruguay Round; the
political and economic considerations driving TRIPS negotiations;
the role of non-state actors; the sources of the substantive and
procedural standards that were built into the TRIPS Agreement;
and future issues in the area of intellectual property. In probing how
negotiations led to an enduring agreement that has served as a
framework for policy-making in many countries, the contributions
offer lessons for current and future negotiators. The contributors
highlight the enabling effect of a clear negotiating agenda, and
underscore the important, but distinct, roles of the chair, of the
secretariat, and, above all, of the negotiators themselves.
Jayashree Watal has been counsellor in the Intellectual Property
Division of the World Trade Organization since February 2001. She
represented India in the Uruguay Round TRIPS negotiations from
1989 to 1990.
Antony Taubman is currently director of the Intellectual Property
Division of the World Trade Organization, with responsibility for the
WTO’s programs on intellectual property, competition policy, and
government procurement.
October 2015, 5 x 8, 475 pp.
paper, 9789287040251, $70.00

November 2015, 8 x 11, 140 pp.
paper, 9789287040572, $30.00
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Dispute Settlement Reports
The Dispute Settlement Reports of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) include Panel and Appellate Body reports, as well as
arbitration awards, in disputes concerning the rights and obligations
of WTO members under the provisions of the Marrakesh
Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization. These are
the only authorized paginated reports in English. As such, they are
an essential addition to the library of every practicing and academic
trade lawyer, and will be widely consulted by students taking
courses in international economic or trade law. The publication of
the Cambridge printed edition follows the WTO website publication
of all new reports.

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 1
February 2016, 9 x 6, 362 pp.
cloth, 9781107139237, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 2
February 2016, 9 x 6, 439 pp.
cloth, 9781107139220, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 3
February 2016, 9 x 6, 321 pp.
cloth, 9781107139213, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 4
Dispute Settlement Reports 2013: Volume 1
April 2015, 9 x 6, 468 pp.
cloth, 9781107112391, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2013: Volume 2
April 2015, 9 x 6, 188 pp.
Cloth, 9781107112414, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2013: Volume 3
April 2015, 9 x 6, 382 pp.
cloth, 9781107112469, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2013: Volume 4
April 2015, 9 x 6, 488 pp.
cloth, 9781107112513, $220.00

February 2016, 9 x 6, 599 pp.
cloth, 9781107139206, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 5
February 2016, 9 x 6, 461 pp.
cloth, 9781107139190, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 6
February 2016, 9 x 6, 465 pp.
cloth, 9781107149069, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 7
April 2017, 9 x 6, 371 pp.
cloth, 9781107149076, $220.00

Dispute Settlement Reports 2014: Volume 8
April 2017, 9 x 6, 471 pp.
cloth, 9781107149083, $220.00
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